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Tronslotor's Prefoce
Since childhood I have been fascinated by the stories of
immortals portrayed in Taoist books and teachings. I wondered
how a person could become an immortal and achieve the
godship. I read hundreds of Taoist books but always had a
complex f eeling of f ascination, confusion and f rustration
whenever I finished reading. They seemed to be written in such
a way that only the rare person could understand them. The
standard excuse was that the heavenly secret should not be
revealed. I could not tell which books were good and which were
bad, and I did not know who, among these many authors, was a
real immortal and who was a phony or a fake. So, I continued in
search of Tao in the Taoist tradition by looking for a genuine
teacher and, fortunately, I met my teacher in 1961. He is the
author of this book.
In China, people usually meditate in order to achieve
spiritual growth and to enhnnce their heqlth. I have lived in the
United States for many years. To my surprise, the ideas and
methods of Western meditation practices are quite different
from those of the Chinese. It seems to me that most Americans
meditate solely for spiritual growth and seem to want to expand
consciousness or develop esp. Almost no one in the United
States has pointed out that meditation can improve a person's
health and cure illness. Although spiritual healing is presently
quite popular in America, Western methods are very different
from those of the Chinese.

r\ttortlirrg to l'aoist theories and meditation methods, the
[r.dy .rffect and condition each other. Cultivating the
nun(l I()r spiritr-ral growth should be accompanied by a "lifting of
tlrt'Irrtly." lJut since none of the Taoist books describe how to
,k' this, this book has been written-the first of its kind ro
,rl)l)('(u' in cither Chinese or English. It describes the physiologirrrrrr,l ,rrr,l

t,rl lt'.rttions and phenomena initiated by meditation in step-bystt'p dertail, and ignores the traditional Chinese practice of
priv.rte instruction. Professor Nan analyzes the vague terms
.rppearing in Taoist books which have remained obscure to the
.rver<rge student because the ancients were unwilling to reveal
their symbolism and provide clear instructions.
I believe that anyone who is genuinely interested in
meditation will benefit greatly from this book. professor Nan
does not confine his attention to mental and spiritual development alone, but clarifies the relationship between spiritual
development and physical transformations in the body. He also
discusses many principles of Zen, esoteric Buddhism, and
Taoism, revealing the practical phenomena of interest to all
serious students of meditation.
Wen Kuan Chu
Los Angeles, California
Sept. 1983

Introduction
One of the greatest of all human desires is the desire for
immortality. Matters pertaining to the origins of the universe,
the roots of life, spiritual transcendence, and cosmic consciousness have also been pursued with intense curiosity. A number
of important religious concepts are based upon these two
dispositions. For example, heaven, the Pure-Land of Buddha,
Shangri-La, and the land of great immortals all suggest the
possibility of spiritual cultivation beyond the realm of earthly
desire.

Our curiosity about the nature of existence, an inclination
to seek knowledge of the root origins of life, and a tendency to
long for immortality stand at the foundation of some nonreligious schools of thought. The yoga techniques practiced in
the traditions of India, and the meditation methods practiced in
the style of the ancients in China are different methods of
cultivation, but they are based upon a single body of knowledge.
For example, both recommend that a person begin to cultivate
and refine body and spirit in the course of the present lifetime.
Further, they both involve the practice of techniques that may
enable a person to transcend the bounds of the material world,
to attain eternal existence, and to unravel the mysteries of life.
These teachings are, in some ways, very similar to religious
teachings but these schools are not religions. Thus, one who
decides to practice these techniques is neither required to
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of his religious beliefs nor required to
to any .rclclition..rI beliefs in order to begin.

ab.rrrrlorr .rrry
aclhcr-t'

Tat'.rnd L(rnSevity riii
and

Sintt' arrcicnt times, .r great many books about immortality

havt'bt't'n written.rnd carefully studied. But who is a real
irlrnort.rl? Sirrce it sometimes seems unreasonable for one to
expect to live.r long life, it is not at all irrational to suspect that
the theory of immortality is based upon a lie. This sort of
susl'ricion is not merely a modern one. Some of the ancients
apparently entertained very similar doubts. For example, Chi
Kang, one of the seven wise men of the bamboo grove,
developed a theory of regimen in which he attempted to
rationally prove that immortality can be attained. Since Chi
Kang lived and wrote during the Chin dynasty, it seems as if he
must have developed his theory in an attempt to demonstrate
the truth of the theory of immortality to men living at that
time.

Chi Kang argued that following a regimen for attaining
immortality is appropriate since the way of immortality enables
one to transcend worldliness and attain Godship. Although we
may not be able to either confirm or deny Chi Kang's
assumption that it leads to spiritual transcenderrce, at the very
least we cannot deny that following the way of immortality is
extremely helpful. Since following a regimen of this sort proves
to be of considerable assistance to those involved in the Chinese
medical arts, as well as to those engaged in modern psychoanalysis, physical therapy, and holistic health practices, it is well
worth promoting.
A theory which has been transmitted from one generation
to another for thousands of years must surely have some
validity. Although the theory of immortality m.ry rrot be easy to
understand, we are not therefore entitled to believe that it is
merely nonsense. Instead, we should attempt to discover whv
this theory appears to be incomprehensible. Thcre u." u ..,,.,.,-,b".
of factors which contribute to our initial difficultv. First.
although the ancients were not foolish, there are vast differences between the teaching methods they employed then and
those we are accustomed to today. Second, the number of
people who have investigated immortality in depth amounts to
no more than a handful since this sort of research reouires

stupendous effort and an ability to work alone. Cultivating
immortality is not as simple as a get-rich-quick scheme. Those
who are dedicated to the regular practice of cultivating body and
mind will benefit from its tremendous self-healing effects,
while those who practice only in emergencies will not.
According to the theory of "root bone," those who wish to
explore the mysteries and transcend the world should have a
natural gif t for learning immortality. During the Ch'ing
dynasty, Chao I wrote the following poem: "l had difficulty
writing poetry. When I was young, I thought it was because I
was unrefined and had not yet perfected my skill. I was very old
before I finally realized that this cannot be accomplished by hard
work alone. Three tenths of it depends upon man's effort but
the rest is up to heaven." Poetry is a small Tao in literature, but
some of the hardships one must endure to attain it are described
in Chao I's poem. It is very difficult to change one's temperament in a short time, and thus to gain :lll the wonderfulness of
l-ao.

I wish to thank my students fclr asking questions and
posing problems about meditation throughout the years. I hope
that this book may help to answer some questions and correct

some undesirable meditation practices. I also hope to clarify
of the abstruse points and obscure concepts that appear in
the Tnrr Sutras on immortality. Although the ancients may have
some

been unwilling to reveal a straightforward and complete
account, I hope this preliminary sketch of my research will not
only be helpful to those interested in developing a regimen but
that it will also be a first step for additional research into the
ways of Taoism.
In this context, the expression "first step" is a careful choice
of words and not used as a consequence of modesty. This book
does not contain an in-depth analysis of the Taoist theory of
immortality, but it describes some of the physiological and
psychological transformations that natr-rrally occur during the
proper practice of meditation.
T aipei, 7973

About the Author
The author, Huai-Chin Nan, has sought the origin and
solution of life and the universe since his youth. He has traveled
all over China and Tibet in search of truth and has inherited the
Dharma of Zen, Taoism and esoteric Buddhism. In order to
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taught philosophy in universities. His knowledge is manifold
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Wen-Kuan Chu was educated in both East and West. He
studied Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism in the Orient for
many years. His interest in science led him to the United States
where he earned a Ph.D. in soil science from the The University

of California at Berkeley.
Dr. Chu devoted his life to scholarship and was well versed
scientific
theories. During his lifetime he worked to integrate these two
systems of knowledge because he believed this integration will
lead to the perception of other dimensions and promote the
development of a new human reality. Dr. Chu passed from this

in both the wisdom of the ancients and modern

an

impending flood.

A Note on the Tronslotion
The word Zenhas been used throughout the text since it is a
term familiar to most Western readers. It should be noted that
Zen is actually a |apanese word and Ch'an is the correct Chinese
translation. Readers should understand that the terms are
interchangeable.

I

The Noture of Meditotion

The Tronslotor

life on Christmas Eve, 1985, while warning others of
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Longevity is Actuolly Possible
Many people have asked again and again, "ls longevity
actually possible? Is immortality attainable?" When people ask
such questions I sometimes inquire,"Have you ever really seen
a man of longevity or immortality?" The answer is always that
they have heard from someone that there is a person somewhere
who has lived for several hundred years. They often mention

Kuang Cheng Tze at Omei Mountain and Hsu Che at Ching
Cheng Mountain, each of whom is still living after thousands of
years. But absolutely no one ever claims he can invite one of
these famous irnmortals to meet the people.
At other times when people ask such questions I inquire,
"Do you think meditation itself is the cultivation of Tao7"
"What is Tao?" "How can you cultivate?" and "Why do you
want to cultivate Tao and meditaiion?" Almost five pair out of
ten will respond that they wish to have longevity and avoid
illness.

Many people are eager to know about meditation and the
cultivation of Tao. They wish to know how to open up c/r'i
routes, the conception vessel, the governing vessel, and the
eight extra meridians. People also wish to know about the three

4
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i/r'i routes.rnd the sevcn ch.rkras in yoga and esoteric Buddhism.

They usually forget the highest principles, or the basis of
phikrsophic.rl theory behind the cultivation of Tao and the
opening of thc r'lr'i rorrtes for longevity. If someone cultivates
T.ro for lrt'rson.rl longevity, it is the extreme manifestation of
the selfishrrt'ss in hum.rn narure.
If opt'ning the rl'i route in the body is the fruit of Tao, then
this'l'.ro is still the crystal of materialism. Is Tao mind or
matter? Most people don't think about this very deeply.
[)oes this mean that there is no possibility for longevity?
No! No! At first we have to understand two important points. 1)
Longevity consists of maintaining one's health, slowing down
the aging process, living without illness and pain, and dying
peacefully without bothering other people. 2) Immortality does
not mean indefinite physical longevity; it indicates the eternal
spiritual life. What do we mean by "the spiritual life" in this
context? It is beyond mind and matter, and it is the primitive
beginning of life.
The functions and phenomena of the spiritual life manifest
themselves in the physical body and consciousness. Its nature is
very complicated and will be discussed in later chapters. Since
ancient times, the ultimate goal of all religions is the search for,

and the return to, an eternal spiritual life. Because of differences in language and culture the meaning of "spiritual life" has
been expressed in different ways.
If Tao can be cultivated, is longevity actually possible? I
would dare to say that Tao can be cultivated and that longevity
is possible. However, one must realize that this is not merely an
earthly enterprise since it involves going beyond earthly things.
If someone wishes both to satisfy his earthly desires and to
achieve immortality, his efforts will be in vain.
There is the old story of a famous man in a very high
government position who heard of a Taoist who had lived more
than two hundred years and still looked young. When asked his
secret the Taoist answered, "l never approached a woman." The
official was disappointed, exclaiming, "Then what is the use of
cultivating the Tao?"
In addition to sexual desire humans have other desires. one
of them being the desire for immortality. Seeking immortality,

Meditation
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.rlthough the highest human desire, forms the greatest obstacle
to spiritual development. An ordinary person has to give up
many fields of endeavor in order to specialize in one field. This
is especially true when someone wants to become immortal.
The Yin Fu Sutra of Taoism says, "Terminate one motive for
gain or profit and the effectiveness of an army can be increased
ten times." Just as when an individual develops his sense of
hearing if he has lost his sight, unless one can give up earthly
desires it is not possible for him to achieve immortality.

2
Meditotion
In the Chinese manner of speaking, meditation-Taoist and
Confucian-consists in "quiet sitting." Although "quiet" is the
principal method of meditation, there are about ninety-six
postures whose fundamental purpose is to facilitate the attainment of "quiet."
Quiet and action are relative terms and in a broad sense
indicate two opposite sides of physical phenomena in nature.
On a small scale they indicate rest and movement-two
opposite states of humans. Tao is not movement or quiet;
movement and quiet are each functions of Tao. Tao is within a
movement and within a quiet. In other words, Tao is within
movement and quiet. Therefore, if one considers quiet to be
Tao, the concept is incomplete.
Quiet is basic to taking care of the body and is the
foundation of meditation. When taking care of the body, its
health and longevity (the energy source of all life) are developed
in a state of quiet. The growth of animals and plants is
accomplished in the same way. Humans need rest after action.

o

.l

Mental and Phvsical Condition> During Medit'rtion
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pirrg is one way to rest, and adequate rest continually
reqener.ltes one's life force.
1..'ro Tze appropriately said, "All things return to their own
roots. Il.eturning to roots is called quiet and is named the
regener(rtion of life." Further, he says, "Quiet is the means to
m.rster the effects of excessive bustling about." ln The Grent
Irtruing, one of the Four Books, it is stated. "When one knows how
to stop thoughts, then there is concentration; concentrate, then
one can 'attain quiet'; by means of quiet one can achieve peace;
with peace one can attain wisdom; with wisdom one can gain
Tao." The principles described inThe Clenr Quiet Sutrn of Taoism
are also derived from the observation and imitation of nature.
In the later stage of Chinese Buddhism, tlhynnn is translated as
quiet thinking.
Quiet is the greenhouse for cultivating the "pre-heaven"
wisdom, or spiritual development. Mere knowledge is obtained
from using the brain during"later-heaven" life. Wisdom (praina)
is attained in the state of quiet when one g.rins insight or is
enlightened. In Buddhism, discipline, snnnlhi, and wisdom are
the three ways to altain annsrnlrd, or no drip, le.rk or flow. The

Slet

Buddhist assumption is that samadhi is at the center.rnd prepares
one to achieve nrninn.
Quiet is lust quiet. Thus, if someone uses his mind to seek
quiet, that is, applies methods to seek it, he disturbs the quiet
with mental activity. In Zen Buddhism a teacher may say, "Your

mind is busy right now, so go rest yourself." The ordinary
mental and physical states are usually active states. These
mental states include consciousness, thclught, perception, sensation, emotion, etc., and they are incessant.
Consider physical states. One has all kinds of feelings at
every moment: the circulation of the blood, the feelings of
nerves, and inhalation and exhalation. Medit.rtion, especially if
one has some latent illness, will cause tingling, chills, fever or
sensations of heat, congestion, swelling, numbness, itching, etc.
These feelings are much stronger when one is in a state of quiet
than when one is not. Like the tree that wants to be still when
the wind won't stop, one's mind becomes more active when it
wants to be quiet. Beginners, therefore, often find themselves
with chaotic thoughts. Sometimes they are even more unstable,

7

perplexed and annoyed than when they were not involved in
meditation. Consequently, they might think they should not
meditate. Or, being influenced by Chinese legends and chivalrous novels, which often mention generatinS; powers through
meditation, beginners are sometlmes apprehensive of being led
down dangerous paths. These fears actually arise from misunderstandings.

3
Mentol ond PhYsicol Conditions
During Meditotion
There are many reasons why people want to meditate'
Some meditate for health and long life and some for long life
without aging. Others meditate as a means of cultivating Tao
and carinp; for the body. There are mental and physical
problems that arise during meditation' The mental problems
wiil be discussed first.
The aim and purpose of meditation are believed to arise
from the mind. The concept of mind covers the modern
concepts brain, consciousness and thought. Although this mind
purports to achieve quiet by meditation, its early efforts are
constantly flooded with disquieting thoughts. This is true
because people are not usually aware of their minds being
constantly full of thoughts from morning until night and from
birth to death, like a waterfall never ceasing to flow. However,
when a person begins to meditate, as a result of the relatively
quiet state that arises, he realizes the incessant and chaotic
nature of his thoughts. This is actually the first effect of
meditation.

8

I'IIF- NAI UI{E OF MEDITATION
Wher.r a glass of water is turbid no dust is observed in it. But
if .r clarifying agent is added when the water is still, the dust can
be observed to precipitate to the bottom. This dust is not

produced merely because the glass of water is in a state of quiet:
it was there all the time. Only in this quiet state is the presence
of dust discovered. Similarly, we do not usually see dust in a

room unless sunshine suddenly passes through the windows,
which enables us to see dust flying everywhere.
Although we observe the mind's "dust" in meditation, it is
not necessary to remove it by any particular method. By just
keeping quiet and not shaking or moving scl as to neither
increase nor decrease it, this mental dust will naturally stop

flying around.
The second problem most likely to arise is that a person
gets sleepy whenever he is in a relatively quiet condition and
may fall asleep unwittingly. If this happens, he should carefully
check himself to determine whether his sleepy condition is from

physical or mental fatigue. If so, he should go to sleep
immediately. After sufficient sleep, with vit.rlity renewed, he
should then meditate again. If he finds, however, that there is
no fatigue in mind or body, it is better to get up to do a little
exercise. The spirit thus roused, he will be .rble to maintain an
appropriate and stable state of quietude.

Ch'i Phenomena of the Bodv
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practitioners of the Chinese medical arts turned from witchcloctor practices and shamanism to the methods and technology
of Taoism. Chinese medical science, the technology of Taoism,
.rnd the methods of Indian yoga all recognize that the source of
human life is in the infinite storage of ch'i, the potential energy

l.rtent within the body. In ancient Taoist sutras the primitive
character { is used to represent ch'i. lf we disassemble this
character, fi- the ancient character for -yV-, meaning none. The
'' has the same meaning as d , fire. In other words, ch'i, ,1r,,
means no fire. What is meant by fire? Sexual desires, lust-filled
affections and attractions, restless, bustling thoughts and a
reckless mind are all connoted by fire. In the absence of this
rapidly burning and all consuming fire, one would be filled with
vitality. In Chinese medicine, fire that is moving restlessly is
called secondary t'ire, whereas fire in the correct position and
proper condition is known as ruling f ire, When one has ruling fire
and is full of potential energy, the latent ch'i can then be
induced.

The terms latent energy, kundalini, etc., are well known in
yoga, esoteric Buddhism and Taoism. However, most who
engage in these practices misunderstand the nature of this
latent energy or kundalini, and therefore may die of high
blood pressure, congestion in the brain, or senile psychoses such
as schizophrenia. They do not know that the so-called

kundalini

Dhctrma,

which in

is the warmth phenomenon of the heat

Buddhism is the first stage of tntus-kussln-mula (the four good
roots of spring fruit or the sources of development). It is easy to
mistake the feeling of warmth or heat around the lower
abdomen or perineum for the awakening of kundalini. This is
often an evil fire, rather than a genuine awakening of the latent
enerSy.

Ch'i Phenomeno of the Body
Ancient oriental medical science and witchcraft have the
same origins; Chinese medicine is no exception. About three
thousand years ago, during the Chou and Ch'in dynasties, the

The ancient Chinese measured time by the movement of
the sun and moon and they divided a day into twelve hours.
Each Chinese hour is double, equivalent to two sixty-minutehours. The twelve Chinese double hours correspond to the
twelve meridians, i.e., the channels through which vital energy
flows in a living body. The practice of acupuncture is based
upon the principle that c/r'i (or vital energy) is flowing through a
specific channel during each double hour.

IO TIII

NATUITE OF MEDITATION

The twelve meridians are important in medical science but

there are additional rl'i routes, not included among these

twelve, that are important in Taoism. This involves the chi rhhg
Itrt nttti, or the eight extra meridians, which are the Tu Mni, Jen
Mni, Ch'ong Msi, Tsi Mni, Yang Wci, Yin Wei, Yang Ch'iso, and Yln
Clt

irt,t.

The Chunng Tzr mentions the correspondences between the
Tu Mni and the human body. The Tu Mni corresponds to the
spinal cord of the central nervous system. len Mni corresponds
to the autonomic nervous system and the visceral organs. Tnl
Mni corresponds to the kidney nervous system. Yarrg Wil and
Yin W ei have a close relationship with the cerebrum, cerebellum,
and diencephalont nervous systems. Yang Ch'ino andYin Ch'ino

correspond

to the genital nervous system, including the

prostate gland and the nerve functions in the hands and feet. It
is difficult to defino Ch'ong Mni but we can s.ry that it flows
somewhere between the central and autononric nervous systems, although it has no fixed positic)n or rnnge. It starts
between the testes and the penis in a m.rle ,rnd between the
vap;ina and the uterus in a female. It rushes upward to pass
through the stomach and the heart and therr rushes toward the
center of the head. Only a person who opens up s()me clr'r route
and actually experiences the circulation of r.lr'i will be convinced
that clr'l and ch'i channels are real.:

Ton Tien

ond Chokros

In esoteric Buddhism and Indian yoga, it is supposed that
there are three r/r'l routes and seven chakras. The three clr'i
routes are the left, right and middle r/r'i channels located in the
rDiencephalon is a modern term. The ancients did not know neuroanatomy and

therefore this term shall not be used again The re.rder will be referred to "the
center of the head," or "the top of the head," which is actually a more correct
translation of the material.
2l have not been trained in Western medicine and the medical terms used here
in connection with rlr'i are based upon knowledge acquired from erperience and

ny own

research.

Ch'i Phenomena of the Bodv
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torso. The seven chakras correspond to the maior nerve plexus
in the human body. In Taoism, on the other hand, it is supposed
that there are front (Jen Mai), back (Tr.r Mai) and middle (Ch'ong
Mai) ch'i routes in the torso. There is also the Taoist theory of
upper Tan Tien, middle Tan Tien and lower Tnn Tien. The Tan Tien
and the chakras are different although they have similar

functions and effects.
The upper Tsn Tien is located in the center of the head,
behind the point between the two eyebrows. The middle Tan
Tien is located at a point bisecting the chest between the breasts.
The lower Tan Tien is located approximately four fingers below
the navel.:
Tan means the pill of immortality. Tien means a field. This
does not, as is sometimes believed, indicate that one can devise a
pill, an elixir, or decoction that will confer immortality inside
the Tnn Tien. lf it were possible to create a pill of immortality
inside Tnn Tien, it would be a malignant growth rather than
something beneficial.
The chakras in yoga are now regarded as major nerve
plexuses. The important nerve plexuses from the center of the
head to the perineum are believed to be chskras, but this is
difficult to confirm. The fact is that the chakras and nerve
pleruses are closely related.

Meditotion ond the Ch'i Route
During meditation one becomes mentally quieter, and
thinking slows down or ceases. The circulation of the blood
becomes slower, so the burden on the heart is decreased. When

one meditates in a correct posture, not exhausting energy
through action, the endocrine secretion of the pituitary gland is
evenly distributed, gradually creating the feeling of being full of
ch'i. The most noticeable sensations occur in the central nervous
system, at the end of the spinal cord and in the kidneys, and one
may feel tightness or swelling at these places. The rl'i gradually
3There is another Taoist point called Clrorg Krng (literally meaning, middle
palace), which is located between the stomach 2n6l rh' 'li'^L"--
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from these locations, creating a serpentine sensation
moves through a rh'i route.
This describes what happens in the case of a normal,
average person. However, if one has certain illnesses, or latent
illnesses, or if one is much healthier and stronger than the

.rdvances

as

it

ordinary person, things will be different. Everybody has
different mental and physical conditions and will therefore
notice different phenomena. One rule cannot be applied to all.

In seeking quiet during meditation, the mental and physical
functions may be classified into two parts: consciousness and
sensation, or feeling. Consciousness includes thoughts, images,
etc. Feeling includes emotions, physical sensations and ch'i
circulation. Both consciousness and sensation are actually motions of the mind.
When the ch'i starts to move, most people subconsciously
focus on the feeling of ch'i's circulation, and it becomes much
stronger. The movement of rft'i is then disturbed by one's
mental force, causing deception, illusions, associ.rtion of ideas,
chaotic mental states, etc. Some might even frivolously suppose
that they have already opened the ch'i route. Others, because of
illusions caused by concentrated attention, tighterr their nerves
and fall into states of mental and physical sickness.
Meditation does not drive a man crazy. But, misunderstanding brought about by ignorance of the basic principl.es of
meditation can cause abnormal mental states and disturb the
quiet of meditation.

Postures

in Meditotion

Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism have handed down

from ancient times ninetv-six kinds of meditation

postures,

including some sleeping postures. The most popular posture in
tsuddhism is crossing the legs in the half-lotus or full-lotus.
The rationalists after the Sung dynasty started their own
meditation methods, which were influenced by Buddhism and
Taoism. Ch'eng Ming Tao promoted the idea that one should
cultivate one's nature and metaphysics in quietude. His brother,
Cheng I Ch'uan, added the method of "Chun Ching" (to
cleanse the mind through a serious attitude). Confucianists
have practiced meditation ever since, by simply sitting seriously
on a chair with the hands on the knees.
Taoism uses the lotus and sleeping postures. Depending on
physical demands and cultivation of the ch'i route, different
postures are sometimes used.

The Lotus Postures
The lotus posture is also called the seoen branth sitting
method, because it involves seven key points of the body.
1) Cross both legs (lotus posture). If one cannot do this,
then cross one leg, either with the right leg over the left leg, or
with the left leg over the right leg. If one cannot even make a
half-lotus, one can just cross the legs tailor fashion.
2) The head, neck, and spine must be kept vertically in a
straight line. If one is weak or sick, do not try very hard to be
absolutely straight.
3) Rest the right hand on the left hand, palms upward, with
the tip of the thumbs touching, and rest them in the lap. This is
called the samadhi seal.
4) Keep the shoulders erect without tension; do not let the
shoulders droop or fall forward.
s) Straighten the head, pull back the chin to press the two
(left and right) large arteries a slight bit.
6) Open the eyes slightly, seeing without looking. Fix your
sight about seven to eight feet ahead or farther. For those who
use their eyes a great deal it is better to close the eyes first in
meditation.
7) Put your tongue to the salivary gland of the incisor
gums. This is the way a baby who has no teeth sleeps.
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Figure 5,2
Figure

Holf-Lotus Posture

5.1

Right leg over left

Full-Lotus Posture

Additionol Directions ond Postures
1) Relax the body, brain and nerves. Also loosen
muscles so as not to be under any tension. Smile
a person's nerves are at ease when smilirrg.

.r

the

little, because

2) Beginners should not meditate too soon after

meals,

since this might cause indigestion. Also, do not meditate when

you feel hungry; it might disturb your meditation.
3) Some ventilation is desirable, but one should not let the
air blow directly on the body.
4) Do not meditate in a dark place; otherwise, you might
tend to fall asleep. Do not meditate under bright lights either;
you might tend to be under tension as a consequence.

leg.

Left leg over right leg.

5) Beginners should not try to meditate too long; rather,
meditate for only a short time and meditate more often.
6) A cushion should be used. Adlust the height individually.
The rule is to be comfortable. Too high or too low a cushion can
induce tension. The firmness of a cushion also has to be selected
for comfort.
7) When the weather is cold, use a blanket to keep your
knees and neck warm. Otherwise, you will be afflicted by a cold,
and there is no medicine to cure that. This is important.
8) When you are finished with your meditation, you should
use your palms to massage your face and feet before arising. It
is also beneficial to do some suitable exercise after meditation.
If you cannot assume the half-lotus posture, or if you
meditate in half-lotus until the feet go to sleep and want to
continue meditating, change to one of the postures indicated in
figures 5.3 through 5.10 on pages 16-18
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Figure 5,5

Figure 5,6

Lion Posture

lmmortol Posture

Figure 5.3

Sitting on

o Choir

Posture

Figure 5.4

Sleeping Posture

Figure 5.7

Figure 5,8

Six Furnoce Posture

Bodhisottuo Posture
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ln this posture the hands and feet are also at rest, which
,lt'creases the burden on the heart. The function of the heart
rvill therefore recover more the longer one meditates.

Effects on Heolth-The Heod
In the lotus posture the head is in the proper position, the
cerebrum is slightly backward so that the pituitary gland will
nclt be pressed and will be able to recover its normal function.
I'he uniform endocrine secretion of the pituitary gland will then
recover the normal functions of the thyroid gland, lymph nodes,
and adrenal glands. The chin is next pulled back a bit to put a
slight pressure on the two large arteries. The pumping of the
blood to the brain is therefore somewhat slowed down. This
enables one to decrease nervous tension and the mad coursing
of thought. It is also helpful for normalizing blood pressure.

Figure 5.9

Figure 5.'10

Besiriding Crone
Posture (1)

Bestriding Crone
Posture (2)

Hond Positions-Mudros or Signs
In general, the spinal cord is the center of the nervous
system of the human body, with the nerves distributed to the

left and right, and interlaced. They are somewhat like the

branches of a tree, distributed along the central trunk.
The lotus (seven branch) posture crosses and interlaces the
hands and feet. It has the effect of communicating the rh'i from
left to right and from right to left, and then returning it to the
center. In other words, the energy of the left side (yu.tg) and the
right side (yin) can communicate with each other. This
therefore decreases the scattering of energy; each side has the

function of adfusting the other and recovering the primitive
v

it.rlity.

Effects

on Heolth-Crossed Legs

Some people fear that crossing the legs in meditation not
only constitutes a hazard to health, but that the pressing of the
blood vessels of the legs may lead to a serious illness such as
phlebitis, etc. Therefore, a disagreeable tingling or numbness in
the legs during meditation causes some people to become

apprehensive. This is a misunderstanding. Actually, one's
health has an important relationship with one's legs and feet.
(For example, a toxic condition in the system might well be a
contributing factor to phlebitis in the legs.) Ancient Chinese
Taoist medical theory holds that "vitality is generated from the
soles of the feet." This is very true. One's health and long life
have a direct relation with the condition of his feet and legs.
Babies and tiny tots move their feet and legs constantly. After
middle age, one feels less strength beneath the waist and likes to
raise the feet, e.g., when sitting. Deterioration and death
usually originate in the feet and legs and gradually move
upward to the trunk and head. If one's legs feel uncomfortable

Use of the Mind
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and nunlb .1ncl go to sleep during meditation in the crossed leg
posture, it suggests that that one has latent health problems
arrtl inclicater lhut the nerves and blood vessels in the legs are
rrtrt irr gttod condition. (See p- 37.)

Afier freeing the legs and waiting until the tingling

and

abated, one feels a kind of euphoria

rrumbness ha,re subsided or
rrever before experienced. If you can persist in meditating until
your rl'i and blood flow freely to the legs, you will have a strong
internal orgasm from your feet and legs upward to your waist
thioughout your entire body' Rest assured'
and back, J.td
"u".t
You would then not want to release your legs and stop your
medit ation prematurelY.
The human body can be compared to a tree' A tree sinks its
crooked roots into the ground. With sunshine, air, and nutrition
from the soil it keeps growing. Man, on the other hand, has his

roots in his head. His soil is in space. Man's feet are like the
branches of ginseng. Crossing the legs is therefore tantamount

to bending the branches of ginseng or a pine tree whose crooked
branches form into knots so that its growing force will not be
scattered outside. It can thus return to its original source for
cultivation and consequently become stronger'
Crossing the Iegs does not bother one's health' In fact' if
one practlces correctly, it will help his health and longevity'

uriosity or because they are seeking something wonderful and
subtle, ,.rch ut clairvoyance or telepathy' The remaining ten
percent are seeking the Tao' It is hard to find one person in ten
thorrru.td, even among those seeking Tao, who really undertir
stands the Tao and the right way to cultivate it' It is not easy
quest'
this
in
use the mind effectively
A person should have a fairly clear idea of what he hopes ttr
.l..o.r,ilirh by engaging in meditation before he begins' There
.rre a great many different meditation techniques and one
sort
should practice a method that will enable him to achieve the
popular
of menial cultivation he desires. In China, the most
methods of cultivation are those derived from Buddhism and
Taoism but there are also many methods that were not derived
from either one of these two traditions'a
The most popular Buddhist methods are reciting the names
of Buddha, cultivating Chih and Kuan (i'e" quiet sitting uld
contemplatio.r), obser,ring the mind, or employing Zen. techniques. For those who truly believe in the esoteric teachings'
incantations, chanting mantras or visualization methods are
.egurded as ideal.
mJtlqds generally tupto;"-EffiET?ultivation is sufficient As a
O pnyti. u j i t a 5"1oi m a tl o n s a n d'b--o-{!vnhJn g e s a r e

t

'ffi

renofed-,

Tuiist meditation methods, on the other hand'

place great

the
emphasis on physical changes They even consider opening
health'
recovering
i, frrtni, Jen ltiai and all eight extra meridians'
effect
and increasing a person's allotted lifespan as the natural
of
means
by
mind
the
only
of Tao. If one knows how to cultivate
physical
of
wonders
the
know
Buddhist methods and does not
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In general, seventy percent of those who learn meditation do
so for health and for long life. For such purposes meditation
need not be difficult. Twenty percent study meditation out ot

change, his cultivation is not consistent with Tao' Taoists
therefore criticize Buddhist methods as showing only "the
cultivation of their nature," and not "the cultivation of life."
Taoists consequently insist that "cultivation of both nature and
alt is not possible, in this context, to distinguish between Buddhist and Taoist

-"di.utlo,'techniques.Further,althoughth"."-u'"bothcorrectandincorrect
;"ih;i, of mental cultivation,'it is no1 possible to categorize them here.

))
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lif'r"' is tlrt' gt-nuine Tao and believe that the cultivation of life
wit lrorrt the rultivation of nature is a major mistake. It has been

"lly

cultivation of nature only, without the cultivation
become a saint in ten thousand
k.rlpas." In his commentary on I Ching, Confucius says that we
should "Probe the principle to the depths, attain the whole
rr.riure, and then experience the culmination of life."
Whether one is Buddhist or Taoist, there is one question
regarding meditation that should be asked: "ls there any
method that neglects or abandons the physical body, the
sensations, emotions, mental states or thoughts associated with
s.rirl t lr,rt

of lifc, thc yin spirit will not

lt(

Visuolizotion ond Refinement of Thinking
From the Ch'in and Han dynasties to the Wei and Chin
dynasties visualization and imaging constitute the main method
of Taoism. Ancient Taoist sutras such as Huang T'ing Nei Wai

Chin Ching, use visualization and imagings as their central
principle. Chang Tao Ling in the Han dynasty, the creator of
Tien Shu Tao, Kou Ch'ien Chu (another important figure of
Tien Shu Tao) in the North Wei dynasty, and the famous Taoist
Tau Hong Ching in the South dynasties, use visualization and
imagings as their principal methods. Others, such as esoteric
Buddhists, employ visualization as a principle of their teaching.
Further, conceptualizations and imagings regarding the existence and nature of gods or God are used in the prayers and
rituals of many religions.
Transcendental thinking is also mentioned in ancient
Taoism. Transcendental thinking and visualization are quite
different. Visualization is a method of cultivating the spirit or
attitude. Transcendental thinking is a method of cultivating
wisdom. Zen Buddhism was established in the South dynasties
and continued until the Sui and Tang dynasties. During the
Sung and Yuan dynasties the HuaTou and other methods were
developed. Hua Tou is a Zen Buddhist practice method. The first
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way of Hua Tou is to repeat a sentence continuously and to
it with the mind. For example, one might inquire, "Who
am I.. .? Who am I...?" Observe thepauses.. .; eventuallyone
can stop the mad coursing of the mind and extend the periods of
silence to infinity. The second way to work with Hua Tou, or
"word head," is to repeat an inquiry with a strong questioning
mood without seeking the answer by means of ratiocinative
thinking. These methods are alternate ways of transcendental
thinking.
Visualization and transcendental thinking methods involve
neither the transmutation of ch'i method that prevailed in the
Chin, South, and North dynasties, nor the concentration on the
cavity (such as concentration on Tnn Tien) cultivation method
that prevailed during the Ming and Ch'ing dynasties. They do
not involve the Taoist cultivation method of the transmutation
of ching into ch'i, transmutation of ch'i into shen, and transmutation of shen into Void. Each of these Taoist methods has its own
pattern and function. It is unfortunate that those who learn
Taoism have confused the different traditions. Some students
thought that all they had to do was find a good master who
would teach them a hidden secret, and they could become an
immortal instantly. They therefore ignored the study of the
principles of the Taoist methods. Taoist methods were not
organized into a science of immortality with principles, rules,
systematic sequences, and methods. As a consequence, these
practices lend to calamity rather than to the achievement of
immortality.
Although the visualization method is very old, Western
mystics employ similar techniques. Western mysticism is
supposed to have originated in the legendary Atlantian and
Egyptian cultures. In the Orient, in China, the visualization
method is supposed to have been handed down from immortals
since ancient times. Both of these methods may have originated
from the same source. The visualization method seems to be too
advanced for easy acceptance by students who are zealous for
quick achievements. Visualization (e.g., of God, spirit, heaven)
has the dense primitive spirit of religion and, like the teachings
of Western mystics, is rich in profound teachings.
watch
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Concentrotion on the
Ch'ioo Covity in Tooist Meditotion
The easiest and most popular methods for training the
mind is through concentration on the Ch'iao cavity. Strictly
speaking, this method emphasizes physiology. Those who use
this method assume they should begin with it and use it as the
prime technique. In other words, they believe that the body is
the basis of Tao, and assume that as long as they can maintain
this wonderful knack of Ch'iao and successfully concentrate
upon and open this Ch'iao cavity, they can achieve Tao.
Ch'iao is a location in the body to be concentrated upon but
that which does the concentrating is the mind. This method is
therefore essentially based on functions of mind.
Several important questions may be asked in this context.
Where is the genuine Ch'iao? Who should concentrate on Ch'iao
and who should not? Which Cf iao should those who should
concentrate on Ch'iao use? Which Ch'iqo should not be used as a
cavity for concentration? These considerations tend to be
ignored.

The popular statement, "Open one Ch'iao and one hundred
will open" leads one to believe that it is possible to attain
Tao by opening a single Ch'iao, But let us consider this. There
are nine Ch'iao in the human body: two eyes, two ears, two nasal
cavities, the mouth, the anus, and the urethra. The seven Ch'iao
on the head are open. If the seven Ch'iao on the head are open,
then it seems that the urethra and the anus should open, too.
Many people suffer from either serious urinary problems or
constipation. From this we can conclude that the Ch'iao of
meditation are not, as most people have been inclined to believe,
the nine Ch'iao of the human body.
The meditation method of concentrating on Ch'ino sometimes involves concentrating on one of the acupuncture points in
the body. It is known when a particular acupuncture point is
Ch'iao

Concentration on the Ch'iao Cavity in Taoist Meditation Zs

tlosed, energy still flows freely through the other points. When
some points are closed, the main point is still open. Thus, the
statement, "Open one Ch'iao and one hundred Ch'iao wlll open,"
is still invalid. Some may claim that it is a Ch'iao of Tao which is
being referred to here. The Ch'iao of Tao is supposed to have no
position, no shape, and no actual manifestation, which means it
cannot be a location within the body to be meditated upon.
Instead, it is a product of the imagination. When one meditates
upon the Ch'iao of Tao one is using the visualization system of
meditation.

In Taoism, the upper, middle and lower Tan Tien are
generally regarded as the three major Ch'iao. The name, Tan
Tien, did not actually become popular until the Sung and Ming
dynasties.

Guord Effects of Concentrotion
Those who meditate generally prefer to concentrate on the
lower Tan Tien, and phrases such as "sink the ch'i to Tan Tien";
"guard the Tsn Tien with the conscious mind"; "hide the shen in
Tan Tien," are very well known. Some believe that as long as
they concentrate on the lower Tan Tien they can "withdraw
from the ching and hold the ch'i" or "transmute the rfting into
ch'i." Actually, from the standpoint of acupuncture, the Ch'i Hai
point is actually at the front and the Ming Men point at the back
of the lower Tsn Tien and is considered to be the most important
part of the adrenal glands.
A big problem is posed by this method. Should a man or
woman, whether old or young, healthy or sick, with welldeveloped or deteriorating and weak adrenal glands concentrate
on the lower Tan TienT If a person is not instructed by an
experienced and wise master, this technique could cause
considerable suffering. Those, for example, who have kidney
problems, wet dreams, indulge in excessive masturbation, or
suffer from impotence, etc., will aggravate their problems by
concentrating on the lower Tan Tien. There are, of course, a few
exceptions, but they are due to a coincidence and depend on
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otht'r physiological factors. It is not recommended that
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w()nr.rrr rrreditate on the lower Tan Tien, since it might cause
nrt'rrorrh.rgia or abnormal sexual and mental problems.

()rre should take into account age, physiology, illnesses,
t'tr'., before concentrating on the upper Ch'iao such as the point
between eyebrows or a point above the head. If one concen,
tr.rtes on the upper Ch'iao too much, it might cause high blood
pressure, nervous disorders, etc. Some people, because they
meditate on the upper Ch'iao too often, experience the effect of a
reddened face. Such a person regards himself, and others then
regard him, as a man of Tao. A man of advanced age should
actually be careful of possible cerebrovascular accidents such as
the effusion of blood on the brain or apoplexv. If one has a
dormant sexual disease and is not thoroughly cu.ed, and if he
meditates on the upper Ch'ino too long, he could transmit the
germs to the brain.
Meditation methods are closely related to psychological and
physiological self-healing therapies. When one is seeking longevity, spiritual and mystical cosmic forces are also pertinent. If
these highest principles are misunderstood or if these cultivation methods are misapplied, the final result could be tragic.
Why not, then, give up meditation and enjoy a natural life?

Principle of Concentrotion
Concentration of Ch'ino does not always produce ill effects,
however, and meditation of the Tan Tisil should not be entirely
discarded. Although some people may have apprehensions
about practicing this technique, Tan Tien does have its special
function and it is sometimes desirable for one to concentrate
upon it. Meditating on Ch'ino is one means of concentrating the
thought on a particular point through visualization and this
should be clearly understood by anyone who uses this technique.

The function of visualization is to concentrate the will and
the mind. It was mentioned previously that Ch'ino is the location
to be meditated upon; and that which meditates on this location

is the mind. This indicates that by the concentration of the
rnind, one attains the state of unification of spirit. Points on the

body can be used for mental concentration for two reasons:
[]irst, everyone loves his own body and wishes to improve it; it is
.r strong representation of ego. So, people are encouraged to
work hard when they begin meditation. By working on their
bodies they have a chance to attain longevity. Second, psychological and physiological functions are two aspects of a single
thing. Mind affects body, and the body also affects the mind.
Taoism, therefore, makes use of this body-mind relationship at
the outset. The point of concentration on Clr'ino develops
concentration itself. An individual should attempt to concentrate his entire mind. If he can really concentrate, then the
purpose of concentration can be achieved. For example, suppose
someone has put a large amount of gold, silver and other
treasures in front of you and asks you to concentrate upon
guarding it. You may forget to sleep or eat, and may even forget
yourself-mind and body-to concentrate solely upon watching
these priceless treasures.
Can those who learn quietude and the cultivation of Tao
really do well by concentrating on the Ch'ino? No, very few can
do it well. Most people generally cannot concentrate entirely
upon this point. Nervous reactions could cause feelings and
sensations at particular points, but chaotic thoughts and
illusions may continue to flow, thus preventing the centering of
the mind.
Why does this phenomenon occur? Because the mind is
strange: the more one attempts to concentrate it, the more
scattered it becomes. This can be illustrated with an example
from physics. When centripetal force is concentrated to its
maximum point, the centrifugal force will naturally react. On
the other hand, when centrifugal force reaches its maximum
point, the centripetal force will be produced naturally. Analogously, if you grasp your fist very tightly, the reaction of the
nerves will cause the fingers to loosen naturally.
Taoism, therefore, compares mental activity to mercury.
Mercury tends to be scattered and dispersed. Likewise, it is not
easy to achieve unification of spirit by concentrating one's
attention on the Clr'ino.
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If t lrc r.rrirrd cannot be concentrated, the ch'i route absolutely
(.flrn()t be opened. Some believe that they have opened the ch'i
rotrtr', when this is actually an illusion or a certain physiological
1t'clirrg. A person can rarely achieve his goals by merely focusing
rupon physiological feelings.

Concentrotion on Ch'ioo
ond Refinement of the Ch'i
Concentrating on the Ch'iao and refining the ch'i are not the
same Taoist techniques. Concentrating on Ch'iao involves the
conscious mind, while refining the ch'i consists primarily in
refining the breath through the use of the will. No matter what
differences there are between these two methods, they all
employ the mind. No matter what method is used for
meditation, people regard ch'i and quietude, ch'i andT ao, and ch'i
and the technique of longevity as having an absolute connection. Those who specialize in yoga and ch'i /currg emphasize ch'i.
Tai Chi Chuan, which became popular at the end of the Ch'ing
dynasty, involves the principle of sinking the rl'i rnto Tan Tien.
Many meditate in an attempt to guide their breath toward the
Tan Tien,hoping that the ch'i will sink into the Tnn Tien so that
they can thereby enter the Tao.
There are many methods of ch'i kung and many techniques
of Taoism. Those familiar with these methods ask how they can
condense the rh'i into Tan Tien or other locations. If one squeezes
air into a ball, can he expect the air to remain in a particular
portion in the ball? This is impossible. The body is like a ball.
The ch'i circulates everywhere. Only a seriously ill person who
has obstacles to some function might unwittingly have ch'i
locked in a given location. The ch'i of a healthy person would
never be in this condition.
Some people believe that those who work at concentrating
on Ch'iao or refining rh'i can voluntarily keep the ch'i in a certain
position. This, however, is merely an illusion. The sensation of
retaining ch'i in a particular location is actually just the glutting
of nerves and blood vessels, which occurs as a consequence of
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irrtense mental concentration on a certain point of the body. Clr'i
t.rnnot be coagulated in a particular location. This suggests that
rrrrderstanding the nature of genuine rlr'i is one of the most
.lifficult problems accompanying the practice of meditation.

Port Il
The Noture ond
Reoctions of Ch'i

8
The Noture of Ch'i
What is ch'i? This is really a problem. Three characters are
used in Taoism to try to explain the meaning of ch'i. The ancient
character for ch'i is fu . The upper portion of this character, i ,
means no-thing. The lower part of this character, .. . , means
fire. Ancient Taoist sutras employ this character which means
fire to indicate rh'i, (See also p. 9.)
Taoism and ancient Chinese culture are closely associated.
The five elements, the celestial stems, and the earthly branches
especially are widely used in Taoism. Among the five elements,
heart or mind belong to fire. To say that cl'i is no fire (no desire
or lust) means that when one attains mental quietude and has
no thoughts or worries, then real rh'i is generated.
The second character for ch'i is 1- It is written in the
ancient style and represents air in nature.
The third character for ch'i ir .IL This more modern
character represents air, breath and gas.
Before the Tang dynasty, there were some special Taoist
techniques that enabled one to swallow the ch'i. By concentrating the mind and breathing in a certain way, one might
attain a state "enabling him to communicate with the spirit of
no
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ht'.rvcrr ,urd tlrrth."s These techniques evolved into the many cl'i
lrrrr,g rrtcthocls

of .r later

age. The aim

of practicing

ch'i

-kung

nrethods is to arouse the latent energy of genuine clr'i' But if one
.rttends solely to the breathing exercises, he will never attain
the highest achievements of ch'i kung and body yoga'
What is genuine ,h'i? It is difficult to describe' In yoga it is

(shakti); the serpent Power (kundalini)' In
ralled spirit
".t".gy
Tibetan esoteric teachings it is called spirit force or spirit heat.
In modern terminology we can call it the prime energy of life or
energy. Here energy io"t not mean the physical energy which
energy or electricity' This is
-u.ry"p"ople believe to be electrical
u miiunderstanding, since the ultimate nature of energy is not
the function of a material thing. But, discussing this further
would involve us in the central disputes of philosophy and
science which cannot be resolved here.
Given this, it may sound as though there is no relationship
between mental quietude and ch'i. This is not the case ln the
Chinese culture, quiet sittiug is a general term' The growth and
development of a human body can be compared to the growth
and development of a pine tree. The trunk, branches, clusters of
needle shaped leaves, and the cones develop from a germinated
seed and r.t"fold in an orderly sequence. Although a pine can be
dwarfed (by growing it in a small shallow Pot), or cultivated into
ornamentai ,hup"t (as in the case of a bonsai), the growth and
development of all pines is basically the same. similarily, those
who work hard and practice regularly will notice that meditation leads to physiological manifestations of ch'i' The phenomena of ch'i varies for different persons but it usually results in the
production of mental images. Although different people will
irave different sorts of mental images, nearly everyone will have
to deal with the appearances of images and illusions'
If one is more or less familiar with terms such as the eight
extra meridians, large circulation, small circulation (i e , the
circulation of r/r'i along len and Tu Mni), K'an (=-) and Li (--:)'
lead and mercury, dragon and tiger, yin and yang, etc', these

sThis method for the cultivation of
practice of ancient Yoga.

rl'i

leads to the same achievements as the

3-5

will condition the nature and quality of one's
illurlo.ts. When the reactions of ch'i begin, they are naturally
irrfluenced by a person's preconceptions which lead him to
will conform to his
e xoerience unf amiliar f eelings which
oaiticular state of mind.

v.rgue concepts

Ch'i Relotes to Air
Most people who learn meditation tend to
breathing with

associate
center
the
is
that
air
assume
rh'1. They therefore

of interial ch'i in the human body' From the viewpoint of

meditation the effect of breathing is limited to the upper part of
the diaphragm. The reaction of rl'i inside the body is not merely
connected with breath.
The function of breathing is well known' For those who
cultivate ch'i, air is like the material used to kindle a fire. The
latent infinite energy of the body is like a primitive treasure: it
comes with life. But unless it is refined in a reasonable way, this
latent life-energy will never be kindled and will dissipate at
death.

The dhyana teachings of Hinayana Buddhism classify the
breathing oi air and the latent energy of the human body into
three ordered categories.
1) Wlnrl This indicates the ordinary f unction of the
respiratory system and air. In other words, people depend on
breath to maintain life' This is the state of air known as "wind'"
2) Ch'i This indicates that after refinement through meditation, the breath per se becomes light, easy and slow'
3) Hsi Through the highly advanced refinement of meditation the breath becomes so slight that it almost stops' At this
stage the inward and outward movement of the respiratory
,yi"- ceases to f unction. Breathing through other parts.of the
body, however, is not completely stopped' A natural breath
staris to function from the lower abdomen to the lower Tnil
(the breathing
Tien. This is Hsi. Later, the Taoists call it TniHsi
of
of an embryo in the womb). Some schools thought even
believe that mind and Hsi are interdependent'
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These principles and practices were developed from the
cultivation method of Hinayana Buddhism during the Sui
and Tang dynasties. They were absorbed by the Tien Tai sect,
included in the Chih and Kuan cultlation methods, and with
modifications and changes added, retained popularity. Although
the practice methods of Taoism before the Sui and Tang
dynasties also emphasized cultivation of rl'i, there were no
theories about the interconnections of Tsi Hsi, mind and Hsi
at that time. Some pseudo-Taoist sutras purported to be sutras
of the Wei and Chin dynasties, occasionally mention these
theories. These sutras. however, are deceptive and should not
be trusted.

dhyana

Reoctions of Ch'i
During Meditotion
We shall now discuss the relationship between meditation
their functions. First, one should re.rlize that what is
described below pertains to sexually m.rture .rdults, to those
who already have a sex life. It cannot .rpply to immature
children, to young girls who have not yet begun their monthly
cycle, or to young boys who have not yet experienced the flow
and ch'i and

of

Numbness or Swelling in Legs
The first reaction a person feels at the beginning of
meditation practice is that he cannot calm his mind, and he
experiences strange sensations from purely physiological reactions. The mental aspects of meditation are not covered in this
book since the discussion is limited to physiological reactions.
According to statistics, eighty to ninety percent of beginners first experience a numbness or swelling of the legs. This
will cause one to feel aches or soreness, and even disquiets the
mind. From the standpoint of common sense, most people
assume this is caused by the compression of the blood vessels in
the legs and therefore it is undesirable.
From the standpoint of empirical observation and the
principles of meditation, these phenomena are not, however,
caused completely by the pressure on blood vessels. In reality
they result from the response and movement of the ch'i.
Because the ch'i cannot flow freely between the blood vessels,
muscles and tendons, one sometimes experiences numbness,
aches and swelling in the legs. These sensations indicate that
there are obstacles in the rf i routes of Yin Ch'ino andYang Ch'iao.
When one can no longer endure this feeling, he can loosen the
legs. After awhile he will experience fresh, unfamiliar, comfortable feelings. When one has advanced to a certain stage in
meditation, no matter whether he crosses his legs or not, he will
always experience these fresh and wonderful euphoric feelings.
At this stage, a person will be able to cross his legs to meditate
for long periods without feeling any obstructions. This comfortable feeling of euphoria or ecstacy gradually becomes
stronger and stronger.

semen.

The physical reactions that take place during meditation are
classified below into a first. second. third reaction and so on.
This does not necessarily mean that the reactions will take place
according to this sequence. Some will follow this sequence;

some

will not. It

conditions.

depends

on one's mental and

physical

Strengthening of Genitol Functions
Here we should distinguish between 1) renal or kidney
functions, and Z) genital functions. For an adult, the second
reaction to meditation will generally start from the renal parts
(including the loins and waist) and, after a time of practice, the
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genitrl ()r repr()cltlctive tlrgans will also respond A young man's
.".,11iort bt'girrs in the genit.rl organ.
J'ht'reaction of the renal or5;an is such that during or after
meclit.rti0n .r m.rn will experience a swollen filling sensation,
athe, rrumbness, etc., at his waist and back' Those who are
inrpotent, or who experience premature ejaculation (eiaculatis
(perhaps due to kidney prob1',.i"co") or nocturnal emissions
i"mr), may aggravate the dif ficulties through meditation'
Some might even lose semen while defecating, micturating, or
meditating. The occurrence of such phenomena accomPany
kidney deterioration or adrenal, genital and pituitary gland
problems, as well as neurasthenia. Women who have kidney
p.oblem, may experience the phenomenon of leukorrhea'
Meditation does not cnuse these undesirable effects' They
are due to old illnesses. The nerves and ch'i routes around the
renal and waist areas constitute obstacles to the rlr'i that is
generated during meditation, which must work to open and
principle and, has
f,ass these areas. If one understands this
remedies, these
suitable
about
good
master
instruction from a
recover
eventually
will
one
and
nroblems can all be overcome,
is
good
master
.r
from
instruction
If
irealth in the renal organs.
is
health
until
meditation
stop
should
one
not available, then
phenomena
lf
these
again
meditation
begin
then
recovered, and
recur, once again stop meditation. By repeatirrg this procedure'
although meditation is necessarily intermittent, one may
eventually recover his health.
Remedies cannot be described here because they depend
upon the individual and the specific problems. Remedies involve
medical theory and physical exercises which are too complicated
to describe. The most important point is that one should refrain
from sexual activities in order to clear up these problems. If one
could abolish sexual desires, that would in itself be an excellent
remedy. One can often recover health f aster in this case'
Depending on gender, age and physical strength, the reactions
thai take plu." du.itrg recovery vary and are often complicated.
The reactions of the genital or reproductive organs are
such that during, or after, meditation, the penis is suddenly
tumescent for a long time; at the same time a iumping sensation
may be experienced in the small capillary nerves around the

testicles, and a vibration may be felt in the prostate gland and
perineum area. For women, fibrillation or contraction of the
uterus and swelling of the breasts sometimes occur. According
to some Taoist schools, this indicates the return of yang. Thus,
one could apply hls or her mind to some breathing exercises to

guide circulation of the yang.
If one does not connect the physical phenomena of
meditation to sexual fantasies or lustful cravings, then the
sexual manifestations could indicate a very good condition. This
shows that one's pituitary, adrenal, and genital glands have
become more vital and complement the health.
Regardless of gender or age, almost everyone has sexual
impulses triggered by this phenomenon. These sexual impulses
may then create feelings of lethargy or tumescence in the head,
or an annoying feeling in the chest, etc. If one has sexual
intercourse when this occurs, he or she will not only waste all
the benefits of previous meditation, but may also cause damage
as a consequence of increased vit.rlity. If one has no sexual
fantasy or sexual activity, then what Lao Tze said about a baby
is generally applicable, "To not know the intercourse of male
and female and yet have an erection, this is the arising of ching."
This triggers the latent life force and initiates the development
of ch'i. In general, almost everyone advances to this step and
then encounters great difficulty passing beyond it. If one does
not know the method for remedying this, even if he can repress
himself for a long time, it will eventually develop into illness or
dis-ease.

o

About thirty years ago, a middle-aged male friend said that
he meditated with his wife at night. Whenever the phenomenon
of sexual arousal occurred as a consequence of meditating, he
felt hls wife was much more attractive than under ordinary
circumstances. He therefore chose to enioy sexual intercourse
rather than to seek the rewards of sexual continence. Another
man, in his sixties, while meditating in the mountains, tried to
6The damage is similar to that caused by avoiding ejaculatitrn during
intercourse. being able to meditate for a long time without any reactitrns in the
genital organs indicates that such an individual's life force is close to being
ubot"d. Af1". a while a person's mind becomes a stagnant pool and his body
becomes withered.
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allay his sexu.rl feelings in m.rny w.rys including immersion in
cold w:rter. The me.rns he se.lected proved ineffective, so he
abandoned his medit.rtion in f.rvor of the relief which relations

afforcl. These two cases clearly illustrate
how meclit.rtiorr incrt'ases orle's sexual desires and they led me
to se.rrch for sornt'sort of solution to this common problem.
The re nrcdy for the re.rction of the genital organs during
medit.rtion is very conrplic.rted. For those who are willing to
focus their tinre and energies on meditation, the most simple
and ef fective method of alleviating these problems is to decrease
the.rmount of food one eats. Even a fast for a short period can
be helpfrrl. One of the precepts of Buddhism is not to eat after
noon. This precept is not derived merely from a static
regulation. A Chinese proverb says, "'One starts to think about
sex when one is warm and full of food; one tends to think of
stealing when one is cold and hungry." However, fasting or
eating less is not easy.

with his wife

coLrlcl

Editor's Note; Since Western readers might otherwise be disconcerted by the

possible implications of the author's remarks on sexuality, it seems appropriate
to clarify his views.
The author is not .rgainst sexual activities and cloes not believe sexual
practices are incompatible wiih the cultivation of T.ro. T.tntra, for erample, is a
iultivation method that involves (and is primarily based upon) sexual union.

The main point here is that one's vitality is greatly increased by meditation
practice. Further, since one's vital energy is closely connected with one's sexual
energy (if they are not in fact the same), increased vitality will increase one's
sexual desire and urges. Thus, sexual urp;es arising from meditation practice
e\reed one s "normal" range. When a person rc.l(he5 this point in meditation
practice he has two choices: he can release the accumrrlated energy by engaging
in re*rul activities (and since his urges and desires will be unusually strong, he

have a tendency to overindulge, dispersing the energy it has taken him so
long to accumulate); or he can utilize this energy to advance to another level in
meditation. The decision is entirely up to the student, but since Professor Nan is
primarily interested in meclitation he would, if asked, probably recommend that
the student use ihis energy to advance in meditation.
Western students are familiar with the idea that sexual energy can be
transformed into spiritual energy-nuns, monks, bishops, cardinals, and many
religious leaders are dedicated to the practice of celibacy for this very reason
AnJ Western students are also familiar with the Freudi.rn view that sublimated

will

sexual energy can be transformed into creative energy and utilized for
advancing one's work.
We are aware of spiritual and creative advances that appear to have been
made as a consequence of sublimatrng sexual energies. Similarly, the author
suggests that sexual energy is a form of vital energy that can be used to advance
to a higher level if one refrains from sexual activities during certain stages of
meditation.

Reoctions on Bock ond Scopulo
In the course of meditation practice, or at any other timc,
one may experience heaviness or achinfl in the back or scapulrt'
regions, or sense tautness of the nerves around these are.rs.
This is the third reaction to meditation and there are two main
causes: The ch'i is ascending through Tu Mai-the governing

vessel-the central nerve system in the spinal cord, or it is .r
reaction of an illness.
1) The reactions of illness: This applies to those who are
weak and have illnesses or to those of advanced years. These
illnesses include lung disease, gastric and hepatic disorders,
cardiac disease and various other latent conditions. If a person
has these diseases, at a certain stage of meditation he will feel
aching and heaviness like a strong pressure on the back,
flaccidity and lack of strength or aching around the waist.
Cramps or convulsive contractions may occur in the back, or

congestion may occur in the shoulder, or aching may occur
causing one to perspire, feel chills and fever.
If these phenomena occur, one should understand that this
trouble is not produced by meditation. The quiet in meditation

is, after all, a means of rest. No one is apt to get sick from
merely taking rest. One should be glad, however, because
without the test of meditation, one might not have realized that
one already had some sort of disease. The pains one feels show
the self-healing effect of increased vitality and indicate that the
disease is still curable and has not progressed to the extent that
there is no remedying it. For example, a man may not initially
feel any pain from a very serrous wound and yet when the
wound begins to heal, he will. Similarly, when a man first
catches a common cold, the germs of the cold are still latent;
there are no symptoms. When the symptoms of the cold are
evident, the cold is already going away.
If these phenomena appear in the course of meditation
practice, one should take medical treatments in addition to the
healing involved in meditation. So long as one has the will to
persist through these crises, the crises can lead to a healthier
condition.
2) The reactions of

the f irst

ch'i:,

If one is normal

and healthy, after

and second reactions mentioned above, one will
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naturally enter the stage of feeling a swelling sensation around
the back and scapular areas. Or, one may have the feeling that
there is a strong force moving with difficulty along the spinal
cord which is prevented from pushing upw.rrd. One may also
hope that these forces will push through the obstruction so that
one can finally feel relaxed and comfortable. In Taoism, this
phenomenon is called the River Chariot which rolls to the
location of the Chia Chih. This occurs during the process of
opening the Ta Mni. This is the stage where the rlr'i starts to
reach the Huang Yang point.
If one cannot release his mind and attairr the state of
forgetting the body, the pressure will become stronger and
stronger. Whenever this phenomenon occurs, .r pcrs()n's attention will automatically focus on the back and ()n(' nr(ry .rttempt
to use the force of consciousness or imagirratiorr to push the
pressure upward. Because of the concentratiorr of attention
here, the brain and stomach nerves will becorle tighter and
tighter. The heart will contract and the uncontfort.rble feeling
in the back will be increased.
Some schools of Taoism teach one to guicle the r'lr'i with
consciousness, to push it through or to drive it. Stuclents are to
imagine the progression of the River Chariot .rncl engage in
taking deep, long, but tiny breaths (6 r o, thirty-six deep
breaths; or 9 x 9, eighty-one deep bre.rths) whith numerically
match the Big and Small circulations of ht'.rvcrt Or they are to
use some Taoism or yoga exercises to gr-ride the pass.rge of rlr'i
through this location.
Although these direction exercises h.rvr' ,r tentporary ef fect
and make one feel that something passes throtrgh the Chia Chih
to rush up to Yr Chen (i.e., the back of head), it is only the mental
force that changes this physical feeling, but il is ltiinitrly not the
phenomenon of ch'i passing through the Chis Chilt.

If one can attain the state of "fclrgettirrg his own body," or
apply his wisdom in an attempt to forget his feelings and remain
quiet without taking any mental action, then there will be a
moment when suddenly, like a switch making a contact, all the
tension is gone and the mind and body are loose and at ease.
From this turning point one will experience the state of breadth
and brightness of mind and fullness of spirit. A person whose

back is humped at this stage will naturally straighten his waist
and back, stretch his chest, and his breath will become
smoother. For those who are born with advanced scoliosis or
who have it as a result of an external wound, this is a difficult
situation.

T

At this stage a person will

be so charged that he will not fall
asleep easily. Since he may be used to sleeping at a fixed time, he

might assume that he has insomnia and feel frightened. It
should be understood that this is not the insomnia of ordinary
people. One should let nature take its course. If one cannot fall
asleep,

just don't go to

bed.

Reoctions in Heod
The fourth reaction occurs in the head and these are more
complicated than those which occur in other parts of the body.
According to traditional Chinese medicine, "the head is the chief
of the yangs." Its functions are therefore very great. From the
viewpoint of Taoism, the head includes the Yr Chen at the back
of the head and the Ni Huang Pslttre at the top of the head, both
of which are very important. From the standpoint of modern
medical science, the head is related to the nerves of the
cerebellum, cerebrum, and the diencephalon and pituitary gland
organs. These relationships are very complicated. The head is
also directly associated with the nerve cells of the (five) senses.
Several serious difficulties may therefore arise when one
reaches this stage. One could, for example, begin to hallucinate.

For the purpose of discussion, the head regions will

be

considered in the following sequence: 1) the back of the head, z)

the front of the head, and 3) the center of the head.
The reactions at the back of the head: Some people indulge
in a quiet state of mind; they regard the solitary quietness of
mind as the only effect of meditation. For these people advanced
7lt is

impossible to give any advice regarding these conditions, since the
trea.tment would require a discussion of material far beyond the scope of this
DOOK.
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discussion is not feasible. Physicnl reactions ilrp q necessary concomitant
of meditation. After the stages where the rh'i passes the genital
organs, the waist and the back, the cf i will naturally ascend to
the back of the head. The most common reaction when the rfi'i
reaches this point is that one will not feel completely clear and
bright mentally, but experience a kind of lethargy even to the
point of dozing but rrot sleeping. For Buddhists who practice
dhynna or C.hih .rrrcl Krrnrr, this phenclmenon is considered one of
the obstacles to the cultivation of Tao, because inChih andKuqn
it is believed th.rt ont'should keep one's mind bright and clear all
the time.
Some schools of Taoism misunderstand this phenomenon
and take it to be the state of Hung Tung-that is, the brewing of

When rft'l ascends to the back of the head, one feels
lethargic. A person might fall asleep if he does not have
sufficient bodily strength, or if he is physically and mentally
tired, and he might not be able to retain the meditation posture.
This may occur because of insufficient oxygen in the brain.
Yawning naturally accompanies the state of being tired and
dozing. If one has enough bodily strength and the ch'i ascends to
the back of the head, one may notice darkness in front of the
eyes when half asleep. Gradually a dreamlike state occurs, and
images eventually appear. This happens because rlr'i affects the
nerves at the back of the head, which then affect the optic
nerves. Many people have dream images accompanied by
feelings of love and joy or sadness and dread. These images and
feelings match subconscious functions which give rise to one's
mental states, thoughts and concepts. States of Mara, or

getting oneself and everything else. This state is not, however,
really Hung Tung or Tso Wang, although it is similar to them.
Because Taoists emphasize the cultivation of the body, they
take the physiological life energy to be the starting point, and
therefore believe this state of lethargy is a wonderful phenom-

demonic delusion, may occur at this stage. These states depend
upon one's wisdom, thought, personality, psychological propensities, and physiological condition. They are very complicated.
Without the guidance of a very perceptive master, and in the
absence of self-confidence, healthy intelligence, and correct
thinking, a person may be led down the wrong road.
When a person understands this, he can ignore phenomena
of this sort, knowing that light follows the darkness. After
passing through this stage one feels somewhat more awake.
Points of light, like a fluorescent star, may appear in front of
your eyes, sparkling in different shapes and colors. These colors
and lights are connected with your physiology and will be

the life force in its primitive state. Or they take it to be Tso
Wnirg-that is, sitting in a mental state of abstraction, for-

enon.

The Buddhist begins cultivation by working on his mind,
intends to drop the satkayadrsti, i.e., the illusion that his body or
self is real, and hopes to enter Original Nature directly.
Consequently Buddhists regard dozing, as well as rampant
thinking, as a hindrance to the bright and clear phenomena of

their Original Nature. They assume these conditions are
obstacles to their goal. As long as one understands the
principles, it is not important to decide if they are right or
wron8.
The basic differences between Buddhism and Taoism have
to do with their starting methods and initial aims, which are not
the same. One cannot avoid the effects of the relationship
between the mind and body. Even if one does not emphasize
body when entering into a state of quietude, bodily activities
cannot be ignored. One must depend upon the body if one
hopes to break the shell of its bondage. Therefore the theory of
"using the false body to cultivate the real" was promoted by
Taoists during the Sung and Yuan dynasties.

discussed later

in more

detail.

If one is not internally healthy, has a latent brain illness,
disorders in any one of the five sense organs, indigestion,
inflammation of the intestinal tract. intestinal and stomach
disorders or some other disease. then this meditative state could
cause redness of the cornea or a ringing or feeling of pressure in
the ears. Those with bad teeth may feel pain or shaking in the

teeth. Latent colds and other problems could erupt, such as
inflammation of the lymph nodes or pain in some region of the
brain. But, everyone should realize that latent diseases may be
discovered, but are not actually caused by meditation. In other
words, meditstion increases inner oitality nnd begins to heal the body. By
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persistent medit.rtion and appropriate medical treatment, one
can recover one's health. Therefore, since ancient times it has
been believed that a person who cultivates the Tao should also
understand medical sclence.

Reoctions in Bock of the Heod
By the time rl'i reaches the back of the he.rd, one will have
made great advances in meditation and should feel ioyful. This

is the fifth reaction; it is a complicated stage and is often
accompanied by a great deal of trouble. Everyone should
exercise caution and good judgment during this stage. It may
also help to study some auxiliary methods of meditation and
cultivation, such as the ch'i route, acupuncture, .rnd medicinal
drugs. This stage is joyous, however, becausc .rfter passing it
one can open the rlr'i route of the central nerv()us system and
cerebrum. But, those who have a deterioratecl physical constitution, brain disease, or mental illness tend to go in the wrong
direction at this stage. A middle-aged or elderly person might
have uncomfortable feelings similar to hypertension. However,
there is absolutely no possibility that this stage is the actual
cause of hypertension. If a person attempts to concentrate on
the upper Tsn Tien, then his face will becomt' red, a symptom of
hypertension. Most people tend to assume th.rt a reddened face
is the effect of the cultivation of Tao, but one should not believe
it.
When rh'i reaches the back of the heacl, .r person might hear
wonderful inner sounds or experience rirrging or pressure in his
ears. This phenomenon is produced by clr'i working to open the
ch'i route in the brain. The vibration or trembling of rh'i causes
some brain wave activity. If one's intelligerrce is not clear and
bright enough, then illusions deep inside the subconscious will
result.
One who has deep religious beliefs m.ry have illusions of
hearing the voice of God or Buddha. Often the voice will speak
of the past or future, and this n ltriori information may be quite

correct, at least in small things. Thus, one might believe he has
clairaudience. Whatever is heard is actually just a big assembly;

it is a mixing of

previous experience-what has been seen,
heard, thought and known before. This kind of clairaudience
could be used to predict small matters, but it will not work on
big events at all. If one clings to the idea that these voices are
real, he will fall into a state of Marn, or illusion. This shows that
the mind is receptive to impressions but this is not a genuine
instance of clairaudience. A person should not be puzzled or
moved by this reaction. Instead, he should sometimes swallow
the saliva and release the feelings in his head. This requires a
strong mind and a persistent will. By guiding the ch'i downward
one will pass this staSie and enter the next.
Ideally, one should use the Taoist's internal Kung Fu, employ
the special body exercises and adjustments of yoga and esoteric
Buddhism and have required medical treatments when necessary.

Whenever transformations of rlr'i c'rccur during various
stages of meditation, a person's attention will often be focused

on his feelings. When the rlr'i reaches the brain, attention to
these feelings becomes especially strong. This may cause a
contraction of the lower abdomen, an upward contraction of the
diaphragm, or a loss of appetite and temporary constipation. It is
all right to use an anti-inflamm.rtory agent or cathartic
occasionally. It is better, however, to have some knowledge and
experience of medical science re5;ardless of whether it is
Chinese or Western folk medicine.
According to Chinese medicine, the lungs and the large
intestine are closely related to each other. The heart, small
intestine, and bladder are also believed to be closely related
to each other. Sometimes one can use breathing exercises to
smooth the rh'i in the lungs to help cure constipation. Too much
tension in the heart may chan6;e the bladder; sometimes
abnormal urination, such as incontinence in the case of extreme
fright, will occur. This verifies the fact that mental states can
affect physiology. Thus, if a person cannot find a wise master
for instruction, he should refer to medical sources in an attempt
to help himself.
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Reoctions in the Front of the Heod
After the r/r'i passes the back of the head, it reaches the
front of the head. The sixth reaction to meditation is not as
complicated as the fifth which we just discussed. The most
typical phenomenon is a feeling of swelling in both temples and,
again, a desire to doze. Those whose strength and ch'i are
relatively abundant, often experience a swelling sensation or
slight stimulation at the top of the nose, and at the central point
between the eyebrows. However, thoughts and images will
naturally be decreased and weakened. Although one may feel
slightly lethargic, physiological and mental pressures are considerably less than those symptoms described in previous
paragraphs. However, discomfort could be caused by possible
congestion in the eyes and red threads in the conjunctiva.
Whether a person opens or closes his eyes, he will see lights
like the sun or moon or even fluorescence. The light will be
either stationary or flashing. Sometimes one can observe people
and events occurring inside this light and orre will realize what
will happen in the future. Some people think this is clairvoyance. Some, through misunderstanding the teachings of
Buddhism, believe that this phenomena of light is the light of
their Original Nature. Zen Buddhists denounce this as the
delusion of light, and Taoists also regard this as illusion. This
Iight is actually due to the fluctuations of ilr'i in the brain that
induces thoughts or images and alters brain wave patterns. This
phenomenon is only temporary and should not be considered
real.

Seeing uncertain and changing colors, either in visions or
dreams, may be due to latent diseases in the viscera. If the kidneys and related genital nerves deteriorate ()r are weakened and
diseased, this will be reflected by the phenomena of light seen in
the form of black points or solid black. If the liver is diseased,
the color will appear to be blue; if the heart is diseased, the color
seen will be red; if the lungs are not healthy, the color one sees
will be white; if the spleen or stomach are diseased, the color

will be yellow; if the gallbladder
will be green.

seen

is diseased the color seen

From the standpoint of Chinese mystics, seeing black in
dreams, visions or hallucinations usually indicates trouble and
disaster. The color blue indicates sadness, grief or sorrow, and
green indicates hindrance from hallucinations, or Mara. Red
indicates inauspiciousness. Yellow and white are auspicious,
indicating calm persons and smooth situations. However, these
are not fixed rules.
One should realize that all phenomena are caused by the
mind. Mind can distort matters as well as transform them. If we
straighten the body and mind so that they are right, states of
Mnra, or hallucination, can be transformed into states of a saint. lt
is all a matter of mind. The correct principle is to reflect and
check upon one's own mental behavior.
If one does not know how to guide and adjust the ch'i
suitably in the front of the head, then the ch'iwill rush to the
nose and activate latent sinus diseases. Mucous may drip from
the sinus cavities continuously. One school of Taoism considers
this losing the ching and ch'i. Therefore, one should voluntarily
inhibit the discharge so that nothing vital will be lost. Inhlbiting
the discharge of mucous from the nose might prove to be
effective for some purposes; however, the question is how one
can inhibit this loss. First, it is essential to run a medical test on
the mucous to make sure that it contains no toxins or bacteria.
Only if it is medically determined that the mucous is
harmless can one sniff it back and, with impunity, allow it to
drain into the stomach. Under such clinically approved conditions, the nose-running might stop after several days and one
may enter a better state of meditation. Some people do not
know that such treatments are feasible and will tolerate
mucous discharge for many years until it induces another
disease.

Many monks and Taoists who advanced to the stage where
the ch'i reaches the front of the head do not know how to treat
this mucous discharge from the nose. They like to cite the cases
of Dan Ts'an and Han Shan, who, in order to dispel attachment

to etiquette and attendant squeamish feelings, permitted the
of their nasal mucous to reach their shoulders. This
phenomenon bothered me for three years until one day I

discharge
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suddenly realized the possibility of inhaling and swallowing the
mucous as a means of treating the problem. After treating it in
this way I was able to advance further. My experience might
prove to be valuable io those who are approaching this stage in
this meditation. After one passes this stage, one will begin to

smell fragrances. These are normal fragrances from one's

viscera and not mystical fragrances from the environment.

Reoctions in the Top of the Heod
At the time when ch'i passes beyond the front of the head
and rushes to the nose (keep in mind that one can direct it back
at will) it will rotate like the shape of f .ln this severrth reaction
it comes to the center of the cerebrum and cerebellum before it
moves upward to the top of the head. When this occurs one
naturally straightens one's posture and experiences a great
samadhi.
I'rrlnr l and yogis call
that this is the phenomenon
of opening up the Tu Mai completely. But, this is not the case.
These are merely changes along the Tu Mni that accompany the
initial opening of the central nervous systerm. This is followed
by stimulating the function of the top of the head to enhance
the uniform distribution of endocrine secretions. However, at
this step some people will have tempttrary pain or a heavy
sensation at the top of the head, as though it were being pressed
by something, or they may feel extreme tightness. This is due to
the fact that the rf i route in the head is not completely open, or
because one's attention is unduly attracted to feelings and
sensations and one is preoccupied with them. If one can divert
his attention and forget his head and let it be natural, then a
very comfortable and refreshing feeling will gradually be
generated and will move downward from the top of the head.
This phenomenon is the forerunner of Ching,4n, which means
lightness and calmness, in Buddhist meditation, including C/rifi
and Kusn. At this stage, thoughts and illusions are weakened
and therefore one enters the first step of samadhi.

Taoists call the top of the head Ni Hrnrrg

it

The Crown Some Taoists believe

Reactions of Ch'i During Meditation 5l

If sweet cool saliva descends, it is the endocrine secretion
from the pituitary gland. It is described by Taoists as T'i Hu
Kuang Ting, an inauguration or consecration by sprinkling a rich
liquor skimmed from boiled butter on the head. It is also
sometimes referred to as a "Sweet dew spray over Mountain
Sumeru," or "The nectar of liquid jade." Taoists regard this as a
tonic wine for rejuvenation and long life. Although this sounds
very mystical or hypothetical, it really has the effect of healing
disease and contributing to a long life. It might stimulate one's
appetite, and a person may find that he can readily digest and
completely absorb the nutrients of food, even after eating too
heavily. At the same time, one will feel very little hunger even if
he goes without eating, or else he will be able to swallow air to
dispel his hunger. Of course, at this stage a person is full of
spirit which will be evidenced by his shining countenance.
In addition, when the rl'l is really passing through the head
there will be sounds like "Pi Pi Pai Pai" in the head. This is the
reaction of nerves induced by the rl'i working to open up the
paths. The sound is nothing strange; it is like the sound one
hears when he covers his ears with his palms and hears his own
heart and the circulation of blood. However, if one's attention is
absorbed by these sounds or if there is some latent disease in
Upper Warmer,ti then one will want to shake his head quite
often. If a person does not know the treatment for this, or if he
cannot deflect his attention from it, it will become a kind of sick
state. On the other hand, if the meditator knows how to be calm
and quiet and can ignore this feeling, then he will naturally
attain the Ching An described above. There are some people who
experience this phenomenon in their youth without practicing
meditation. One might think of it as a kind of neurosis but if it is
not stimulated by other factors, it is not a disease.
If the reactions involving the waist, back, back of the head,
top of the head, and the area behind the eyebrows in the center
of the head take place, someone might suppose that he has
sThe Upper Warmer is part of the Triple Heater Meridi.rn known to.rcupuncturists. The Triple He.rter inclucles the Upper W.rrmer, locaied in ihe ihorax,
the Middle Warmer, loc.rted in the upper .rbdomen, and the Lower Warmer,
located rn the lower abdornen.
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r Msl. However, these reactions do not indicate
that the 7'u Mtri is opened; they are merely the initial

opened the

l'.1

physiological reactions. When the Tu Mai is actually opened,
special symptoms will occur, and always in constant response
tcr the len Mtti. The previously mentioned physiological feelings
and sensations are only minor matters.
When the ch'i is circulating in the head, one often has a
sensation of swelling, pain or other uncomfortable feelings. Or,
a person might sleep very soundly but very frequently or
remain asleep for a very long time. The rlr'l affects the orbital
nerves, the tympanic membrane, the conjunctiva and the nasal
cavity and it sometimes causes disease-like symptoms. Further
some might even feel that the head is heavy .rncl the feet are
light, or become quick-tempered, easily angered, constipated or
overstimulated so that they cannot fall asleep or cannot sleep
restfully. Readers should not be frightened by the possibility of
such bad effects following from opening the I'u Mai through
meditation. Everyone will not experience .rll the phenomena
described; what happens will depend upon .r pcrs()n's sex, age,
and individual mental and physiological st.rtes. Further, feelings
of pain caused by meditation are not acttrally the p.rins of a real
disease although they are similar

to

thenr.

In conclusion, by the time the rl'i ascencls to the head, one
will already have experienced a certain number of effects. One
should calm the mind in order to maint.rin qr-riettrde and await
the rl'i's descent to the larynx, the epigastric area, the chest
area, the stomach area, the lower Tarr Tir,rr .rnd renal area from
which ch'i f\ows to the apex of the genit.rl org.rns. This sequence
is the Jen Mai of Taoist and Chinese medic.rl arts, and it
corresponds to the major areas of the .luronomlc nervous
system in Western medical science.

10
How

to Open Up Jen Moi

Whether the ch'i descends to pass along the len Moi
.rccording to the sequence mentioned above is a practical
problem. Those who practice meditation and the cultivation of
Tao usually follow the texts of Taoism as well as other
meditation books. Such people are often without any real
experience or are preoccupied with their own viewpoint, which
is often made up of entirely subjective illusions. Consequently,
they regard the utilization of the Jen Mai as the step following
the engagementof Tr.r Mai. The technique of willfully attempting to guide the ch'i by one's own consciousness leads one to
expect to have this impression or to draw this conclusion.
However, from the viewpoint of the cultivation of Tao through
meditation, this is a shallow concept. This chapter will attempt
to clarify the way in which rl'i passes through the /en Mni so
that the reader will be able to understand and integrate this
material.

The Center of Jen Moi
is "Middle House"
According to Taoism and the Chinese medical arts, "Middle
House" is an abstract term. The major area of its operation is
the stomach which belongs to earth. This is derived from the
abstract concepts of yin yang, and the eight trigrams of the I

of the five elements-water, earth, fire, wood, metal.
There were two schools of Chinese medicine during the
Chin and Yuan dynasties. One emphasized the treatment of
stomach rh'i.The other usually emphasized the nourishment of
the kidneys, which were associated with the element of water:
K'nrr. These primitive concepts are all derived from the abstract
symbolism of ying yang and the eight trigrams. The four
diagrams and five elements are all based on earth. The nine
Ching,
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houst's .lncl eight trigr.rms cannot be disassociated from /en
which forr.ns thc basis of these theories. /err is one of the celestial
stt'ms .rrrcl bt'lorrgs to the water element.
-['ht'
splt'err and stomach are very important to one's health,
Iongevity, .rnd cultivation of Tao. The first serious warning for
any clisease is.r change in appetite. For example, people who
h.rve .r cold or the flu don't have a good appetite, which indicates
intestinal and stomach problems. But, catching a cold or the flu
does not make much difference to those who have good
digestion. The stomach is connected to the esophagus above and
connected to the large intestine below and it af fects the
function of the kidneys and the sexual glands.
The first sign of the opening of len Mni is that there is rh'i
bubbling or vibrating in the intestines and stomach; one feels
these vibrations like air bubbling inside the stomach. After this
initial reaction there are two possibilities. First, a person might
have a strong appetite in which case he should not overeat.
Instead, he should pay attention to eating wholesome nutritious
food which he can easily digest and absorb. Second, one might
not have an appetite and feel full of ch'i. ln this case he should
eat less or go on a fast until his appetite returns. Then he should
eat less food but eat more frequently.
In addition to the first symptom described above, one might
experience hiccoughs, yawning, venting intestinal gases, or all
three at the same time. Some people believe that venting the
fermenting gases of flatulency is tantamount to a loss of
vitality, or ch'i, either because they misunderstood the Taoist
sutras or have been misinformed by their teachers. Consequently, they usually try vigorously to contract the sphincter
muscle to prevent it. This causes the accumulation of gas which
irritates the viscera and results in constipation, anal fistula and
other diseases of the viscera. Actually the theory that one
should not allow his vitality, or ch'i, to dissipate is not applicable
at this stage. Thus, one should hiccough, yawn and vent
intestinal gas as often as necessary to relieve the pressure.
Two phenomena need clarification:
1) One has long hiccoughs and long yawns as if one has a
serious stomach disease;
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2) One defecates for as long as ten to fifteen days as if one
has a serious diarrhea.
Long-term hiccoughs and long-term yawns are a symptom
of stomach rfi'i moving upward (which is analogous to prana
.rscending in yoga) and rushing through the esophagus. After
the ch'i rushes up and opens the route to the esophagus, one

feels refreshed in the head and chest. Further, sweet and
refreshing saliva will flow continuously from the salivary
glands. Taoist books describe this as a symptom of the wine of
long life, a spraying of sweet dew or jade liquid and nectar. In
the past, those who learned esoteric Buddhist teachings in the
Hsi Kang province and Tibet payed high respect to those who
emitted long hiccoughs and long yawns since these symptoms
indicated that a person had attained considerable achievement
in the cultivation of his rl'i routes.
An ordinary person who defecates frequently, whether or
not he has diarrhea, could have a serious stomach disorder or a
painful intestinal disorder such as colitis. Someone, on the other
hand, who experiences these phenomena through the reactions
of ch'i induced by meditation will not have pains, but will
experience comfortable refreshing feelings in his head and
viscera. If a person feels slightly weak, it does not matter. He
might defecate a kind of purple-black sticky liquid at the end of
the diarrhea-like phenomenon. This purple-black sticky liquid
indicates that all the dirty deposits in the intestine and stomach
are being completely eliminated. After this stage one will enter
another new stage; either a mental snmadhi state or a physiological feeling state. Still one should be careful of his diet so that
he does not overeat or eat at random.
At this time, sexual intercourse should be avoided. If you
have a husband or a wife, you should have intercourse as
infrequently as possible. Those who cannot follow the warnings
about sex and diet will have to start all over again and meditate
for a long time until the diarrhea-like phenomenon happens
again. Generally speaking, people frequently advance and then
fail, beginning the course of meditation again and again. This is
one of the key points. If one indulges in earthly desires, then,
needless to say, he will not attain the goal of meditation.
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Initiotion of the Stomoch Ch'i
The pharynx is composed of the esophagus in the back
which leads to the stomach, and the tr;rchea in the front which
leads to the lungs. If someone has .r disease in the tracheal
system or catches a cold or the flu, coughing occurs. There are
two kinds of coughs; one is a dry cough with no phlegm and one
is a cough with phlegm. A dry cough is usually due to
bronchitis. Some phlegm coughs are rel.rted to the diseases of
the stomach which is connected with the esophagus.
A person who practices meditation after the initiation of
the stomach ch'i and the phenomena of persistent hiccoughs and

long yawns may feel something blocked in his chest that he
wishes to vomit out but cannot. If he waits r.rrrtil he is full of
ascending ch'i, he will suddenly vomit out dt'rrse phlegm of a
turbid dark gray color. This indicates the initi.rl ()pening of the
rl'i through the esophagus. Taoists refer to this as the "twelve
reiterated floors." Esoteric Buddhists calls it the throat chakra.
Actually, both expressions refer to the systenr from the larynx
down the esophagus to the stomach.
The practitioners of esoteric teachings often believe that a
person will stop being troubled by illusiorrs .rfter his throat
chakra ch'i route is open. This is uncle.rr. After opening the
throat chakra, one's thinking will decrease, .rncl troubles arising
from emotions and worries can be quieted. But this will not
enable a person to attain "no illusions" completely, since it
cannot be attained without the practice of mental snmndhi.
Is the esophagus very important to ment.rl and physiological health? Yes, it is extremely important. Since it is the rnain
route of food transportation, food refuse is deposited on the
walls of the esophagus. This refuse is not.rutomatically cleaned
out by physiological functions alone. Day by day deposits
accumulate on the walls of the esclph.lgus and may eventually
cause many troubles, such as cancer of the esophagus. For
example, if a glass is filled with milk, no matter what happens to
the milk, some fine particles of milk adhere to the walls of the
glass. Some yogis try to clean the esophagus and stomach by
swallowing a long cloth. But, cleaning the esophagus through

ascending
method.

Mai
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rf i is much more refined than cleaning it using this

The Tooist "Upper qnd Lower
Bridges of Smoll Birds "
After the esophagus is opened by the ascending stomach
cf i, the chest feels opened and broadened. When people are in a
state of extreme quiet, they may even hear crackling sounds
around the heart. Then the c/r'i entering into the lower abdomen

will

cause two almost spontaneous reactions: a feeling of

something sinking down, and the curling up of the tongue. One
of the basic meditation mudras, in Buddhism, Taoism, and the
esoteric teachings of yoga, is to curl the tongue to touch the
incisor gum. Generally speakirrg, the purpose of touching the
incisor gum is to stimulate and facilitate the secretion of saliva.
Part of the saliva is secreted by the pituitary gland and it effects
rejuvenation. Therefore, in meditation, one can fill the mouth
full of saliva by putting his tongue to the salivary gland of the
incisor gums; this saliva should be swallowed often. Sometimes
it even tastes slightly sweet and aromatic,
When the stomach r/r'i ascends to pass through the
esophagus, the larynx spontaneously presses downward and

the tongue curls up to touch the uvula to close the larynx. At
this stage one's breath, inhalation and exhalation, almost stops.
This is described as harnessing the "upper bridge of small birds"
and "climbing the ladder of heaven." In yoga it is called bottled
ch'i. The phenomenon of a "condor crying at the back of the
head" is perceived as clicking sounds. What is known as the
"golden light appearing in front of the eyes" will become clearer
and clearer. One's mind will be more quiet and be without
illusions.
Special attention is required for the descending rh'i that is
generated from the stomach to reach the lower Tnn Tien.For a
child with neither sexual knowledge nor experience who
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cultivates the Tao, this problem is different. For a person who
has already engaged in sexual activity such as masturbation and
nocturnal emissions, it is not as easy for ch'i to reach the Tan
Tier. When the descending ch i is passing to the lower Tan Tien,

the nerves extending upward from the lower abdomen and
pubis will register piercing pain. After this pain has subsided, in
the case of men the ch'i will reach directly to the perineum and
go through the penis, but it will only move up to the uterus in
the case of women. At this moment only slight attention will
bring the rh'i backward. The prostate gland arrd the perineum
area will naturally contract tightly; the krwer .rbdomen will
strengthen with inner breathing which is the phenomenon of
slight breathing in the lower abdomen. This is known as the
"lower bridge of small birds" in Taoism.
After advancing further, the breath movirrg through the
mouth and nose as well as the inner breath will stop completely.
The genital organs and testicles of a man will retract tightly like
a baby's. This initial phenomenon, known .rs "a retr.rctable penis
like that of the horse," is one of the thirty-two signs of a
Buddha. At this stage, either overeating or going on a fast by
swallowing air does not make any differerrce, since one has
achieved the first step of samadhi. However, tht're is still a long
way to go before one attains the real operrirrg of I u Msi and Jerr
Mai, true samqdhi, and the stage beyoncl nran .rnd heaven.
In previous sections, we have discusscd the various reaction
rlr'i causes in the Tu Mai and Jen Mni. ln gerreral, people regard
these reactions as the phenomena of openirrg the l'rr Moi andJen
Mai. This is an absurd idea. These phenomen,r will be helpful for
health and long life if one handles the'm .rppropriately. If a
person sincerely wishes to cultivate the l-.ro, then he should
distinguish carefully between the false .rncl the true and not
regard the illusory as real.

Ch'i
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Fosting ond the Function
of the Middle Ch'i
If the stomach rl'i

actually ignites in one's Middle Palace
to pass the esophagus, one's tongue will
naturally touch ile upper ltritlgt ol the smnll birds, or the uvula, and
the breathing place in the inner holes of the nose. The tongue
will directly receive the endocrine secretions distributed by the
pituitary glands, or the saliva that descends from the head. A
person can swallow this sweet fragrant liquid continuously.
By and by, one will not need his nose for breathing and the
coarse breath will stop naturally. This stage is sought by forcing
a person to practice the bolllr ch'i ctf yoga and the selt' shutting
brenth of Taoism. Ultimately, one will have a stronger resistance
to external circumstances such as cold, heat, humidity and
either eating or fasting. At this stage a person will be able to fast
a long time and consequently will need less sleep. However,one
needs instructions from a wise master to decrease eating and
drinking in the appropriate ways so that one can eventually fast.
A kind of ssmsdhi never before experienced is gradually
entered, although this is still an initial step. However, wholesome nutritious food is still needed to maintain the inner force
necessary to open the th'i channels of the genital glands as well
as the Yin Ch'iao, Ynng Ch'ino, Yit Wei and Ynng Wei of the eight
and ascends

twelt,e t'loors

extra meridians.
When should one stop eating temporarily and when should
he begin to eat again? This all depends upon the actual situation
and cannot be laid out on paper like strategies of a battle. In
Taoism, this situation is called Ho Hou, the strength of a fire for
cooking. It is likened to adjusting the strength of a fire in

cooking, since it requires self-understanding and personal
attention. Inflexible rules and instructions should not be
adopted since it is beneficial to retain a capacity for change.
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A Big Belly is Not Too

very tiny breath. A person almost feels as if his body does not

exist.

When there is a slight indication that the len Mai has
opened, the inner breath, or the breath around the lower Tnr
Tien area, begins to function. Most people terrd to sink the rh'l
into Tan Tien naturally and cause the lower .rbdomen to fill and
become convex. They then imagine that they have achieved a

As Lao Tze said, "One can work on ch'i to soften himself
like a baby!" At this stage, one has achieved the initial opening
of Jen and Tu Mai. For a healthy long life or the advanced
cultivation of Tao, the importance of opening the th'i routes in
both legs through descending ch'i is no less important than
opening the len and Tu Msi. One who has not experienced
happiness 0rgasm, warmth, softness, and lightness in the legs
should not suppose that he has opened the Jen and Tu Mai.

state described in a poem by the famous immortal Lu Tong

Ping: "With treasure in Tan Tien one need not seek Tao, with no
mind against the phenomenal world one need not seek Zen." ln
fact, this is a very undesirable phenomenon.

If one continues to concentrate on Ttut'l'irtt, it will

cause

adverse effects on the kidneys, genital glands, ancl the large and
small intestines, and one cannot open Tni Mui or the cl'i route
around the waist with ease. At this stage one should attend to
contracting or shrinking the lower abdomen from the pubis to
the navel and force the ch'i to open the Tni Mui area. But, one
should not pay so much attention to this th.rt he' becomes bound
by these feelings.

After a long while, ch'i wrll be gener.rted from the
perineum, following the meridians and veins in both legs and
feet. The ch'i will move down step by step until it reaches the
soles of the feet and gradually removes any feelings of soreness,
aching, throbbing, swelling, numbness and itching. Warm, soft,
light feelings of no pressure or nothingness .rnd hnppiness trgasm
will occur in every nerve and perhaps in every cell of the legs
and feet. At this stage, one is happy to cross his legs and
meditate for a long time to indulge in this wonderful ecstacy.
After meditating for a long time in this stage, the rlr'i will
again follow the route of Tu Mai, ascending to the waist and back,
and then circulate freely among the nerve plexus of the
scapula toward the palms and the fingertips. The entire body
becomes so supple that it feels as if it has no bones. The rl'i will
again circulate and ascend to the front of the head and will then
descend and fill the entire body-arms, legs and feet-following

13
The Humon Body ond

the lmportonce of

Feet

Plant life originates from roots that penetrate deep into the
ground. The shape of ginseng root is very similar to the human
body with its two legs and feet. Thus, we can use this analogy to
illustrate the importance of the feet.
Humans are the most spiritually endowed form of life.
Unlike plants, the roots of the human body are at the apex of
the head. The space above the human head is analogous to the
soil or earth below plants. The legs and feet of a human are
analogous to the branches and leaves of a plant.
If rf i cannot reach the legs and feet in meditation practice
and circulate freely through the nerve terminals of the arms
and legs, then, although the trunk is not deteriorated, the body
will be like a tree with wilted leaves and branches. In this case

one will not be able to recover his or her vitality through
meditation but will merely be awaiting death.

II
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Arquments Over the Ch'i Charrrrt'ls b3

Il tht'r/r'i t.rrr flow freely in the legs and feet, one's waist
will rr,rtrrr,rlly straighten up and the hip muscles can be smoothly
rontr.rctecl .rnd relaxed. While walking one will feel as if he is
w.rlkirrg in the sky, or the ground will seem like a soft blanket,
or perhaps one will feel as if he is treading on a sponge. If it
happens that one is good at martial arts, he will feel as though
his body is as light as a leaf or as if he could support his entire
body on just one toe for a long time without tiring. On the
other hand, one who is sick or very weak may experience similar
feelings. However, though similar to those described above,
these feelings are not actually of the same type at all. Be careful
not to misinterpret one for the other.

This rough characterization of the reactions that occur
upon opening the /er Mai does not cover every detail .In f act,

Jen

Mni is much more difficult to open than'I'u Mni.
Most books about meditation describe only the most
obvious reactions of Tu Mai, and the minute details are omitted.
Further, tl're authors of these books fail to describe the reactions
that occur when the Jen Mai is opened.
In Taoism and in the Chinese medical .rrts, /r,rr Mni includes
the autonomous nervous system and all the furrctions of the
endocrine system and viscera. If a person c.ln ()pen Jen Mai and
the ch'i can circulate freely, then he will be mr-rch healthier and
experience good reactions in all visceral and metabolic functions. In Taoism it is said that, "When ont' Mrri or ch'i route is
open, one hundred Msi will open." This one Mni is Jen Mai.

14
Arguments Over the Ch'i Chonnels
In ancient times, discussions of len Mrti, Tu Mai, and the
eight extra meridians were shrouded in strange, ambiguous
coverings. An attempt has been made to remove some of this
coating created by previous explanations,

The processes and reactions of opening the Cll'i Mni are
different for different people, depending upon sex and age and
the strengths and weaknesses in the body. Further, different
people will experience different feelings in this process due to
differences in their intelligence and state of mind. However, the
principles and processes described above are general enough to

apply to just about everyone.
In addition to the Tu Mtti and /err Mni of Taoism, esoteric
Buddhism and Indian yoga also emphasize the importance of rh'i
routes. However, the latter emphasize the three Mai and four
chakras or the three Mai and seven chakras, which are very
different from the eight extra meridians of Taoism.
There have arisen arguments, refutations and flat-out
contradictions between those who practice Taoism, esoteric
Buddhism and yoga. The key point here is that these people
have not thought deeply enough to comprehend all sides of the
dispute. Whether a person is studying Taoism, esoteric Buddhism or yoga, he should understand that the only way to
confirm these teachings is to suppose that the mind and body
are tools for experimenting with these methods and proving
claims of achievement. There is no other way.
Since we are employing the mind and body in practice, is it
possible, because of our use of these different methods, to
rearrange the positions of the viscera, nerves and skeleton into
various forms? Of course not! There are not concrete facts
which prove that there are actual differences between these
different schools. However, the theory a person accepts tends
to influence his or her concepts and feelings and produces
corresponding hallucinations. If one insists that there are real
differences, this is because he attends to certain feelings and
emphasizes particular concepts, but this does not mean that
one's mind and body can actually be arranged in various forms.
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15
Ch'i Chonnels from Tooism

O

ond Buddhism

Crown Chokro
Brow Chokro

In Taoism, ch'i Mai was first discussed by Chuang Tze in the
chapter of one of his books entitled, Nourishment of Life. In this
chapter he recommends "following the Tu Mai as a meridian"
and claims that all rlr'i channels meet at the top of the head. Ever
since, Tr Mni and Jen Mai have been believed to be important for

the cultivation of meditation. Figures IS.Z through

Socred Chokro

Throot Chokro

75.g

illustrate the various channels and show how the energy courses
through the body. These figures are shown on pages 66 through
72.

In addition to Jen and Tu Msi as the main r['i channels, the
eight extra meridians are central to the system of ch'i routes.
However, Tibetan esoteric teachings that were derived from
the ancient Indian tradition are entirely different from Taoist
methods of cultivation. It is assumed that there are three Mai or
r/r'i channels and seven chakras in the human body; theleftMai,
right Mai and middle or central Mni. The seven chakras
mentioned by esoteric Tibetan teachings are, beginning from
the bottom, the root chakra, the navel chakra, the heart chakra,
the throat chakra, the brow chakra, the crown chakra, and,
above the head, the sacred chakra. (See Fig. 15.1.)
The theory of ch'i Mni in esoteric Buddhism and yoga
covers the functions of the ch'i of t'iue elements and the Budrtha of fiue
directions, which includes ascending rl'i, descending cl'i, ventricle-central moving ch'i, left laterally moving c/r'l,and right
laterally moving rl'i.
Before the Wei and Chin dynasties, the Taoists emphasized
the importance of these five elements and the ch'i of five colors.
They employed terms such as retl sparrout to indicate the front,
black turtle to refer to the back, and blue dragon and white tiger to
designate the left and right sides, respectively. These terms
refer to the ch'i of five elements. Since the Sung dynasty, the

Heort Chokro

Novel Chokro
Right

Middle
Left

Root Chokro

Figure 15.1

The Seven Chokros ond the Three Moi
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The Jen Moioriginotes in the

perineum (1). ond moves

ocross the pubic region (2),

Figure

'15,2

Tu Moi, The Governing Vessel
The Tu Moi storts in the pelvic covity, possing through the tip of

the cocc\p( ond oscends up the middle of ihe spinol column
(1). lt moves up the bock, communicoting with the kidney in
the lumbor region (2) ond confinues up ihe spine (3). ltposses
through o point thot is level with the top of the eors (4) ond
reoches the top of the heod (5). From here, it descends
downword in the middleof theforeheod(6), movestowordthe
tip of the nose(7), ond ends belowtheseptum underthe upper
lip (B).

oscending upword olong
the midline of the obdomen
ond chest (3). lt then moves
upword ocross the sternum,
rushing to o point obove the
throot (4). From here it
oscends to o point just below
the lower lip (5) ond flows
oround the mouth (6) before
terminoting ot o point in the
centerof the gums just under
the upper lip (7),
Figure 15.3

Jen Moi, The Vessel of Conception
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Figure 15.4

Ch'ong Moi

chonnel originotes in the pelvic
covity ond descends to the perineum,
where it divides (1). A superficiol
bronch oscends olong the vertebrol
column (2). The moin chonnel runs up
the inside of the obdomen (3). lt is
dispersed in the chest (4), but then
rushes uo to meet the throot ond
encircle the lips (5).

This

Figure 15.6

Yong Ch'ioo Moi
chonnel begins on the outside of
the heel (1), ond oscends to o point
below fhe externol molleolus of the
onkle (2). ll then posses olong the

This

outside edge of the fibulo (3). lt rushes
up the side of the leg through the
obdominol woll (4), oscending to the
bock of the shoulder (5). lt zig-zogs
ocross the top of the shoulder (6),
moves to the outer edge of the mouth
(7). ond then runsdeep intothecheekbone (B). The chonnel continues over
the dome of the heod ond ends of the
bose of the heod (9).

Figure 15,5

Toi Moi
This

chonnel girds the woist of the level

of the 14th vertebro in the spine, oswell
os the umbilicus in thefrontof the body,
Toi meons belt, ond this chonnelfollows

o

course thot encircles the woist,

binding up the Yin ond Yong chonnels,

z ot
1

b()
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Figure 15.7

Vn Ch'ioo Moi
This

chonnel originotes of o

ooint below the internol
molleolus (1) ond moves
oround the inside of the
onkle, to o point ot the
bottom of the leg (2), lt

oscends olong ihe inside of
the leg ond the inner thigh
/j\
crnr-l irnr-cs n nOth bevl
\vrr
tween the genitols ond the
breost (4). lt then courses
inword toword the throot (5)
ond runs ocross the cheek
bone before it reoches the
inner edge of the eye (6).

| \'

z1
^i

Figure 15.8

Yong Wei Moi
This chonnel originotes on
the side of thefoot belowthe
externol molleolus (1) lt runs
upword olong the outside of
the leg (2) ond oscends too
point on the buttock (3). lt
then oscends in o ooth on
the outside of the upper orm
(4), crossing the shoulder (5)
ond moving up the side of
the neck to the side of the
heod in front of the eor (6). lt
then descends ocross the
foreheod to o point obove
the eyebrow (7). From the
evebrow it turns bock, moving ocross the top of the
heod, ending in the region
behind the eor (B).
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Mai?
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Taoists have based their theories of cultivation on Jen Mai, Tu
Mai and the eight extra meridians. They have also emphasized
the importance of the functions of the left and right, or blue
dragon and white tiger, rf i channels.
If one accumulates and unites the superior views of each
school through broad study, careful examination, deep thought
and clear understanding, he will know that after someone

actually opens the len Mai and Tu Mai in the course of
advancement through meditation, he will naturally discover the
importance of the left and right Mai and the middle or central

Mai.

Figure 15.9

Yin Wei Moi

This chonnel originotes

obout five inches obove the
molleolus on the inside of the
onkle (1). ond oscends
olong the inside of the thigh

to o point in the lower
obdomen

(2).ll

runs olong

the obdomen ond crosses
the right holf of the chest
before slonting inword to

If one does not actually open the left and right Mai and the
middle Mai, then it will be absolutely impossible for him to enter
into genuine snmadhi, or experience the condensing of shen and
accumulation of ch'i and the cultivation of ch'i to transmute it
shen to enter the state of Taoism referred to as henpen inside
heapen. In other words, after the Jen Mai is opened up, the left

into

and right Mai of esoteric Buddhism and yoga will naturally
open and, consequently, the ch'i can circulate without obstruction. At this stage one begins to enter the Tao and moves
beyond the practice of the techniques of meditation alone. One
will also begin to see some hope of opening the middle or central
Mai, which remains.

cross the upper chest, mov-

ing oi o diogonol to reoch
the edge of the loryngeol
prominence

(3) lt finolly

moves ocross the chin ond

cheekbone ond oscends
toword the foreheod (4),
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Whot is Middle Moi?
The nature of the middle, or central, Msi is a very
interesting problem. Both adherents of Taoism and esoteric
Buddhism wonder whether the middle Mai has shape or is
shapeless and whether the middle Mai is actually Tu Mai or len
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Mai. Some people believe that only those who practice esoteric
Buddhism actually understand middle Mai. They believe that
the ancient Taoists did not know of the existence of the middle
Mai and therefore think that the Taoist methods of practice are
imperfect.
These arguments over the middle Mai were caused by a
misunderstanding. It is true that Taoist books appearing during
and after the Sung dynasty failed to mention the middle Mai.
However, the Huang Ti Nei Ching, or the Yellou, Emperor's Clnssic of
Internal Medicine, and the Hunng Ting Nei Chin Ching, or Yellow Yard
Inner View Sutra, of ancient Taoism do include discussions of this
subject.

In the Nei Ching, the theory of middle Mai ('f irrr ) was
presented. However, it was called Ch'ongMsi ( 4i li,t ). The Huang
TingNei Chin Ching presupposes the importance of the central, or
middle palace; it just does not emphasize the central Mni the way
esoteric Buddhism and yoga do.
After one understands this concept and then studies the
mainstream of Taoism in traditional Chinese culture, it is
obvious that the Tu Mai and the len Mai are not considered to be
the middle Mai. Therefore, the existence of the middle Mai need
not be defended. The Taoist sutras and books that appeared
during the Sung dynasty and thereafter seem biased and may
merely represent the ideas of their authors. Therefore, they do
not describe the entire spectrum of mainstream Taoism. This
fact should not be misunderstood. If a person has not attained
the actual state of "The middle palace r/r'i which results in peace
and harmony" and the state known as "When the middle rfi'i is
harmonized, ch'i is stabilized naturally and shen will be condensed in the right place. Beauty is within and flows to the
limbs,"q then he will be engaged in empty talk when he claims to
have opened the eight extra meridians mentioned by Taoists.
Otherwise, one cannot understand the actual phenomenon of
opening the middle Mnl.
If a person opens the eight extra meridians, then he will
have attained the state Chuang Tze described as, "No feelings
eThis is a reference to Hexagram #2 of I Cfiirg. The lines of the text are
interpreted from the standpoint of meditation.
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of body and limbs, no illusions, leaving form and forgetting

intelligence. This is great communication (or communicating
with the entire universe). This is called sitting to forget."
At this stage, the function of the middle Mai wrll be
initiated. At first, it feels as if one is upwardly and downwardly
communicating to infinity. A clear empty state of "no piece of
clouds in ten thousand miles of blue sky" will appear naturally.
Whether it is daytime or nighttime, the twinkling stars of the
whole sky will appear in front of one's eyes, like one who is
"observing the Amra fruit of his palm" as the Buddha is
supposed to have done. In this state a person can forget all the
sensations and feelings he has in ordinary times and can
completely dismiss earthly concepts such as e8o as well as forget
arguments about who is right and who is wrong.
When one has opened the middle Mai it does not indicate
that the whole fruit of Tao has been accomplished. Opening the
middle Mai provides one with real security for entering the Tao.
From this profound and subtle frontier one must work hard and
carefully and will need the instruction of a bright master.
The left and right Msi will open before the middle Mai.
Breathing exercises of yoga that aim at opening the left and
right Mai cannot work alone. Those who actually open the left
and right Mai will discover that their necks will be round and
full. It will seem as if there is a collar encircling the neck.
Without this sign one cannot claim to have opened the left and
right Mai without engaging in empty talk.

17
Why Ch'i Chonnels Vibrote
The relationship between meditation and the ch'i Mni, the
changes in ch'i Mai, and the physiological reactions and their
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phenomena have been described in previous chapters. However,

comes to shake and move his entire body and limbs in a kind of

the physiological reactions of the rh'i Mni are not always the
same for everyone who practices meditation.
Why do different people with similar human bodies have
various reactions? Is it because different meditation techniques

regular pattern.
Unfortunately, ordinary people cannot always deternrinc
the reason for these vibrations and this sort of shaking. Somt'
are afraid that they might do something wrong and so give trp
meditation altogether. Others believe they have already obtained divine powers or have achieved the basis of Tao and may
indulge in these vibrations and movements. Further, rlr'i cannot
enter into its genuine orbits of len and Tu Mai due to these
shaking movements of the body and so it merely circulates
between the ligaments and muscles. Few people are introspet.tive enough to discern that the cause of these movemenls i,
actually nervous tension resulting from self-suggestion.
If one intends to meditate for a healthy body and mind, or
for Nei Kr.nrg (training the internal organs to develop uncanny
strength and endurance), then it is all right to let this kind of
bodily movement develop. One who does not have this aim
should quiet the inner mind and relax the nerves and muscles to
go "up one more floor" or lift oneself to a higher level and enter
into a state of quietude.
Some people learn meditation because they suffer the pains
of illnesses such as pulmonary, gastric, hepatic, renal or
neuropathic diseases. It is very common for such people to feel
the ch'i rolling in certain locations of the body during meditation. In general, those whose lungs and kidneys are deteriorating and weak often feel the ch'i rolling around the left and
right sides of the body in certain patterns. Those who have
trouble with their intestines and stomach often feel the rf i
circulating around the abdomen. Those who have problems in
the liver or heart might feel something blocked inside the chest
or diaphragm. One who breaks up this sort of blockage will
suddenly feel a kind of openness or may even excrete a sticky

and methods result in dissimilar effects and reactions in the rh'i?

This can be explained in two ways.
First, the reactions of ch'i are such that it always follows /en
and J r Mai step by step. There is no other route from the
viewpoint of meditation and cultivation of Tao.
Second, there are diff erences in ch'i Mni and its physiologic-

al effects which depend upon such factors as bodily strength,
health, age and sex.
Different techniques and n".editation methods can produce
different reactions, but this is not the major reason for
dissimilar reactions in individuals and is merely a partial
explanation.

Many who practice meditation experience vibrations of the
body. This inner vibration often becomes an external jumping
of the entire body and all its limbs, in which c.rse a person might
assume different movements and postures similar to those
employed in yoga and Tai Chi Chuan. Those yvho are fond of

mysticism may consider this

to be something

wonderfully

mystical.

In the past some individuals specialized in the practice of
divine boxing, which originated because of the occurrence of
this phenomenon in meditation. Practitioners of divine boxing
and people who practice "tumbling cloud," both of which were
initiated from this phenomenon, often experience harmful
effects and consequences.
Is this phenomenon mystical? Not at all. It is half
physiological and half psychological. Even the physiologicalhalf
of this reaction seems to be caused by self-suggestion. Nervous
tension is often caused when a person pushes himself too hard.
This tension is reflected in the subconscious mind which, in
turn, causes the initial trembling of nerves and muscles. These
subconscious hints subsequently enter naturally into consciousness which then enhances the vibrations and trembling.
Through these subconscious self-suggestions a person often

liquid.

.r
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Whot Hoppens After Ch'i
Chonnels Open?
By fcrllcrwing the usual principles of meditation, the Great
Circulntiou of Htaran and Small Cirrulation of Heaoen described in
will regularly occur if one can open up the Jen and Tu

Taoism

Mai. What about the three cf i channels and seven chakras of
esoteric Buddhism? What happens when they are all open and
one is within the scope of the cultivation of Tao? This is a very
important question. The opening of the len andTu Mai and the
rotation of the river chariot are believed, by the Taoists who
practice to become immortals, to be the highest secret.
People often believe that the rotation of the river chariot is
all-important and fail to ask the main question, which is how
long should the rh'i be rotated. One should be aware that the
rotation of the river chariot and the opening of the eight extra
meridians are not the ultimate achievements in the cultivation
of Tao. Strictly speaking, the rotation of the river chariot and
circulation of th'i in the eight extra meridians are good for
health and rejuvenation, but they are merely the groundwork
for the cultivation and achievement of Tao.
After the river chariot begins to rotate and ch'i circulates in
the eight extra meridians for a certain time, at an optimum
stage ch'i will automatically cease to rotate. The ch'i does not
rotate because of its fullness.
The body will gradually feel light, clear, warm and soft and
one will reach the state of "forgetting the body and emptiness of
self." Only at this time will one suddenly introspect and
recognize the roundness and illumination of the origin of
nature and life. One can actually separate from and unite with
the later heaven body, which has shape and form, and then
combine this original nature once again with this later heaven
body (or furnace), and mind (or cauldron) to continue cultivation.
In this way one can either separate or unite with this body and

mind and thus build a solid foundation for the cultivation of
Tao. At this stage one can genuinely claim to have the iniiinl
fruit.

The stage and situation after the rotation of the river
chariot and circulation of ch'i was believed to have been .r
mystical and heavenly secret and thus has not been mentioned

in Taoist books and sutras. "The stars of the universe

stop

wheeling, the sun and moon are united," has been used to
describe the end of ch'i's rotation and the clarity and emptiness
of mind and body. In later ages students failed to understand
the meaning of this and became confused, not knowing what to
believe. It seems paradoxical that the ancients who had reached
some degree of achievement wanted to help other people and, at
the same time, wanted to keep everything a secret.
The separation and unification of the original nature and
the body has not been explicitly described in Taoist books. At
most, simple expressions such as "reenter the furnace and the
cauldron" or "reorganize Ch'ien 1:) and K'un (= -)" were
employed as vague images and allusions. Once again, the typical
excuse was that men of achievement feared heavenly punishment upon revealing the secret. But, heaven has the virtue of

helping life. Even if a person is punished by heaven for
cherishing and cultivating goodness, he should still dare to help
others. Otherwise, isn't a man merely selfish?
Very few can achieve genuine rotation of the river chariot
and circulate rlr'i among the eight extra meridians. Even fewer
really understand the stage of separation and unification of
body, mind and the origin of Nature. Therefore, even if one
sincerely wants to teach this, a student with the ability to receive
this supreme instruction is rare. After this stage, a person goes
beyond earthly things and enters into the metaphysical realm.
Even if a teacher wished to describe this in detail, a student with
the wisdom and experience to receive these instructions beyond
the realm of the human world would be exceptional.
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Motives for Meditotion
Most people are motivated to practice meditation for three
reasons: religious emotions, mystical explorations, and long life
and good health. All three of these motivations are within the
realm of meditation. A person is usually influenced by the ideas
of cultivating immortality described by Taoists no matter what
his or her major motive may actually be.
The major tenet of Taoist immortality is that "the human
body has the medicine to cure itself." In this context, medicine
does not refer to material medicine alone. Material medicine is
external golden Tan according to the theory of immortality. Tnn
indicates something a person might take to become an immortal, and it is true that external golden Tarr might be a necessary
aid to some people at certain stages of development in
meditation.
Taoism, however, emphasizes the cultivation of internnl
golden Tan. I am reminded of many emperors and celebrities
described in Chinese history who wanted to become immortals.
A number of these people took external medicines which they
believed would promote longevity but which poisoned them
instead.

The Tarr Sutrns, which explore the methods for attaining
immortality, merely add to the confusion since no definition of
Tnn can be found in any of them.

r.r I

The Theory of Ching, Ch'i

ond

Shen

During the Ming dynasty, and thereafter, the theory of
transmutatirsn of ching into rh'i, transmutation of ch'i into slrlri,
and the transmutation of shtn into the Void was very popul.rr
among those who practiced meditation and cultivated immor,
tality. The phrase, "Disintegrate the empty space to enter into

the state of the great golden immortal ," was also popular.
Therefore, most people regard rlirrg within the human body as
the mother of golden Tnr. Phrases such as "keep ching tn
fullness to assure harmony" and "keep the ching to cultivate:
,'ft'l" emphasized the trnnsmulrttion of ching as the basis for
longevity and immortality. The schools of lVu Chong Hsu and
Liu Hwa Yang developed their teachings from these concepts
and supposed that these ideas were the basic foundation of
immortality.
At the end of the Ch'ing dynasty and the beginning of the
Republic of China, a Buddhist master fiercely attacked the
Taoists who practiced immorality and accused them of being the
children of the devil. This attack was not orrly unrealistic, but
also went against the humble teachings of "one who swears tt-r
learn indefinite kinds of Dharma" in Buddhism. Whether one
follows Taoism or Buddhism, so long as one assumes that .r
clean mind and little desire is the starting point, one displays
good behavior according to the Vinaya school. One who attacks
this assumption and supposes that it is evil, harms the great
virtue of Buddhism which covers ten thousand phenomena.
Since the Ch'ing dynasty, Buddhist monks have called wet
dreams the "leaking of Tan." They describe those who sit for a
long time and never lie down as those who have "no pouring or
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leaking of Trtn." The assumption is that no leaking of rhing is the
basis for Siln. (ln Chinese, sperm is one of the meaning s of rhing,
and Sila refers to sexual continence.) The key point is under-

standing real rhitg and the relationship between sperm, eggs
and rli ng in connection with the transmutation of ching into rl'i.

Port lll
Cultivotion of Ching, Ch'i

ond

Shen

21
Timing ond Stoges of Cultivotion
Since the Ming dynasty, due to promotion by the Wu Liu
school, the theory concerning the sequence of becoming an
immortal through the cultivation of Tao has become very
popular. It corresponds to the theory of the three stages of
cultivation.
It is said that "Building up the foundation in one hundred
days" is the preliminary stage required for transmutation of
ching into ch'i, and that "pregnancy for ten months" is the
preliminary stage necessary for the transmuation of rl'i into
shen. "To suckle for three years" is the beginning of the
transmutation of shen into void or emptiness. Finally, "facing the
wall for nine years"to is the last step required for breaking up
the empty space.
Some people compare this theory with the cultivation
methods of esoteric Buddhism. Perhaps this is verifiable. The
sequences mentioned above are similar to those experienced bv

loThis phrase is from the first Zen patriarch, Bodi-Dharma, who faced the wall

to meditate for nine year> in the Shau Lin

temple.
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Milorepa during his cultivation of Tao. Therefore, this sequence

Ching in Troditionol Tooist Medicol Arts

verified by statements derived from actual experience such as,
"When ching is full, one does not h.rve the desire for sex; when
ch'i ts full, one does not wish to eat; when ,sfior is full, one does
not want tcl sleep." Thus, the.rctual effects clf the three stages

tion and those who practice ancient Chinese medical arts
consider ching, as it occurs in the human body, to be the most

is deeply rooted in the hearts of the people. It can also be

of transmut..rtion .rre est.rblished.
Since the Ming dynasty, eight or nine people out of ten who
practice medit.rtion or cultivate immortality always assume that

working on ching and ch'i is the starting point. Some Taoist
techniques that are inferior to those of the Wu Liu school also
became very popular. Their followers applled a kind of pressure
to acupuncture points and employed message methods to amuse
their own spirits, and regarded these practices as the supreme
secret required to terminate the root of sexual desires. This is a

distortion indeed!

Those who practice meditation for longevity and rejuvena-

essential element of life.tr The Taoist methods for immort.rlity
suppose that the transmutation of ching is the main cultivatiorr

route. The forefather of Chinese medical texts. The Yellou,
Emperor's Classir of Internsl Medicine, supposes that the cultivation
of rhing is the basic method for "nourishing life and longevity"
and "staying away from illness and prolonging life." It says,
"Two spirits roll over each other and merge to form shape. That
which is born before the body is called ching." Further, the book
states that "lf one does not store up chingin the winter, one will
be ill in the spring. If one does not store up chingin the summer,
one will have a bowel disorder in the fall." This illustrates the
importance of ching for nourishing life.
This concept was developed further by the Taoists in their
methods for developing immortality, which emphasized renewing the brain through returning ching as the basic requirement
for achieving longevity and re;'uvenation. The ways in which
one should work to renew the brain through returning ching and
the nature of ching have never been clarified and there are
numerous theories about this.

22
The Concept of Ching
Remarkable advances have been made in medicine which
are not comparable to the self-satisfied ways of old. There are
currently branches of medicine that specialize in the investigation of ch'i, blood and spirit. We should not ignore new
knowledge and blindly adhere to an old theory, nor should we
trust this new knowledge entirely and completely ignore old
theories. Science advances with uncertainty. It is not like the
Chinese theories of old which arrogantly claimed that a problem
had been settled once and for all.

Ching in Modern Medicol Science
Modern medical theories about ejaculation and sexu.rl
intercourse are just the opposite of Taoist theories. According
to modern medical science, a normal adult should ejaculate at
certain intervals of time, and it is believed to be harmfulwhen .r
man suppresses his sexual behavior and tries to refrain fronr
e jaculating.
I

llt

is important to remember that sprrn is one of the meanings of thing.
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The production of sperm and eggs in the body is a natural
phenomenon. It is supposed that if one believes suppressing
ejaculation could possibly enhance health and add to long life,
this person is suffering from illusions arising from an abnormal
sexual life and strange mental states. Such claims, it is believed,
are merely innocent lies.
These theories involve physiology, sexual psychology,
neurology and biochemistry but, although they give numerous
clues, they lack final conclusions. However, it is believed to be
impossible that a pure and simple man might never ejaculate in
his entire lifetime or could live a life that is healthier and longer
than that of most other people. On the contrary, people who
refrain from ejaculating are often melancholy due to abnormal
sexual and mental states and die of cerebral apoplexy or cancer.
Therefore, from the viewpoint of modern medical science,
theories that advocate "renewing the brain through returning
ching so that one can live longer" and the "transmutation of rhlng
into ch'i" are sheer nonsense.

Medical arts of sexual behavior secretly spread among the
people. Books such as The Yellow Emperor's Plain Woman Sutra and
The Secrets of the Jade Bedroom, a kind of sexual psychology, became

secret. Further, some people currently teach others how to
to stop the leakage of semen. Those
who learn these techniques often become impotent, but they
are believed to have terminated the desire for sex through Tao.
Some of these people get stomach problems, vomit blood,
develop epistaxis, apoplexia or insanity. People who contaminate their blood by avoiding ejaculation usually become thin and
their faces show a yellow cast. They may lose the joy of life but,
still, such people are lucky compared to the really big disasters.
Nevertheless, the claims of these Taoist books about ejaculation
and leakage and methods for living in harmony with one's life
force, vitality and age are compatible with the results of
research done in modern medical science.
Ancient people have said, "Although it is a small Tao, it is
something indeed." From the standpoint of broad study and
careful thinking, a side door is also a door, and left Tao, or
deflection from Tao, is also Tao. One cannot ignore or deny this
press acupuncture points

completely.

Side Door-Left Too, or Heterodox Tooism
In addition to mainstream Taoist medical science, there are
some schools that differ from the "clean cultivation school,"
which require that there be no meditation on sex. They regard
renewing the brain through returning ching and transmuting
ching into ch'i as indestructible principles. Special, though
normal, techniques of sexual intercourse are required so that
one can "return ching" to renew the brain. The phrase in the I
Clring commentary, "One Yin and one Yang are called Tao" is
applied here, and its meaning is often stretched to influence
people through flowery language concerning meditation on sex.
During the Tang dynasty and since, there have been
methods of a "living-in-fire-Taoist" for men who have wives.
Tantric methods of sexual meditation in esoteric Buddhism
have been popular in Tibet and Mongolia. These two methods
are very similar.

Recognizing Reol Ching
Are theories that advocate renewing the brain through
returning ching and stress the transmutation of rhing into ch'i
just nonexistent fantasies? It is necessary to understand the
concepts of the old and new Taoist teachings and medical
sciences and then to return to these theories for discussion. This
is the best approach.
In Taoism, primary ching is defined as "the original and
natural vitality of life." Lao Tze's description of a baby boy
provides us with the best explanation. He says, "Not to know
the intercourse of male and female and yet to have an erection is
the arising of ching." For example, when a growing baby boy is
asleep, he has absolutely no consciousness of sexual desires but
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he may have an erection. This illustrates the distribution of the

original ching, or vitality, and its function in growth.
Once a child has the knowledge of and need for sex, an
erection can cause mental states of sexual desire and sexual
desires can trigger an erection. Mind and body affect each other.
Either the mind or the body initiates sexual desire. The
stimulation of sexual desire produces reactions in the glands
and hormones. By the mutual interaction of mind and body,
endocrine secretions stimulate reactions in the testicles and
uterus which, in turn, produce sperm or eggs. Sexual intercourse ends in ejaculation and orgasm.
If we understand these principles, we know that renewing
the brain through returning ching and the transmutation of ching
into clr'i should be practiced in a state of mind without the
slightest sexual desire, and yet the genital organs function
instinctively, as in the case of an erection. But, as long as one
can keep an absolutely clean mind without sexual desire, ching
will cool off naturally and follow the circulation of blood. One
can achieve a state of returning without returning, and
renewing without renewing quite naturally.
If a person ignites desire to match the activities of the
genital organs, corresponding activity will be caused in the
glands, hormones and semen. If one wishes to exercise control
at this moment to conserve or return ching, turning it back by
mental and physical efforts, this will add a lot of junk to the
urinary tract, bladder and blood, and will affect the function of
the prostate gland and increase its burden. Even worse, it could
severely affect the heart, lungs, liver, nerves and brain. In
Taoist sutras and books, it is advised to distinguish between the
"clean and turbid origins of water." This refers to the difference
between actually returning ching and the phenomenon described

just

above.

Very few, among all the people who cultivate meditation
and Tao, can have an erection without experiencing the
slightest desire. Someone might accidently experience the
absence of desire in these circumstances but, due to the
pressure on the mind arising from these physiological activities,

it is very difficult to retain a clean mind.
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From the standpoint of "building up foundations in one
hundred days" and "transmuting ching into ch'i," it is a pity that
there are as many who cultivate Tao as there are hairs on an ox
but as few who achieve it as there are horns of lin.tz
If a person lacks sexual desire because of old age, illness,
impotence, or, if his sexual glands lose their ability to revive due
to practice of the side door-left Tso, or heterodox Taoism, then this
person has already brought his regenerative system of vitality
to an end and unless he revives his vitality in the right way,
there are no prospects for further cultivation.
We have explained ching and rfi'i in terms of a physiological
approach that is not at all subtle. One who wishes to proceed
and trace the origins of ching and ch'i should explore the mind
ching of Buddhism, since it may lead one to uncover the
principles of real ching in the supreme Tan Dharma, the Dharma
of immortality.

23
Tronsmutotion of Ching into Ch'i
In order to understand the real meaning of the transmutation of ching into ch'i, we must pay attention to the connections
between the phrases Ching Shen, Ching Ch'i, Ching Force and Mind
Force. ln traditional Chinese culture, the nouns rhing, ch'i and shen
were originally completely separate and independent. In later
ages, ching and shen were combined to form a proper noun. It is
difficult to define Chins Shen clearlv.
12Lin is a fabulous female animal resembling the deer. Horn of lin describes very

rare things, since lin have no horns!
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During the Han dynasty and thereafter, Taoists designated
rhing, ch'i and shen as the major constituents of the medicine for
immortality. This was based upon the Yellow Emperor's Classic of
Internal Medicine and the Huang Ting Ching, or Yellow Yartl Sutra.ln
the Huang Ting Ching it is said that "the top three medicines are
shen, ch'i and ching." This was before the importance of ching, ch'i
and shen were emphasized for the cultivation of immortality. It
is difficult to define rhing, ch'i and shen clearly, but they can be
likened to heat, f orce and light. Ching rs rhe heat of life, rl'i is force

and shen is light. If heat, force and light are missing from a
human life, this is the symbol of death.
Like universal physical phenomena, ching, ch'i and shen are
separate in human life but, step by step, they merge into one
another. S/ren functions in the brain; ch'i functions in the chest
and stomach; chhg functions in the lower abdomen, the kidneys
and genital organs. The function of ching is closely related to the
entire endocrine system in modern medical science. But, if one
contemplates the view that ch'i must be separated from ching,
and shen must be generated from th'i, then one can see that this
is a poor theory.
From the viewpoint of physics, heat and force are generated from light. Analogously, ching and rh'i surely arise from
shen. In insanity, ching and rh'i have a natural tendency to be weak
and feeble.
One should realize that the feeling of happiness orgasm is
from ching; determination and firmness of will are from the
activities of the ch'i force when it is full; and the agility of
outstanding sharpness and wisdom arise from the quietude, or

of shen.
Buddhism emphasizes the cultivation of mind and the
nourishment of nature. It promises to change a person's mental
level through reflective thought. This is the starting point. The
effects and attainments of Buddhists are the two kinds of rf i
and shen, similar to the supreme Tan Dhsrma or the methods
employed by those wishing to become Taoist immortals.
Buddhists blend the cultivation of ching from within.
In the Sung dynasty and thereafter, the Taoists emphasized
the sequence of transmutation of ching into ch'i, the transmutation of
ch'i into shen, and the transmutation of shen into nothingness, These

samadhi,
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methods are analogous to the three great principles of Buddhism; discipline (or observing Sila), cultivation oi Samadhi (or
quietude), and wisdom. A person who masters their contents
will notice that there is no difference between these forms of
Taoism and Buddhism.
We know that if a person insists that sperm and eggs are
the basis for cultivating Tao and meditation, he should
"*u-i.r"
this problem in careful detail. However, these concepts
and
methods will have a different meaning for people who already
have weak, deteriorated bodies or who have passed middle ag!
and have entered old age. Cultivating Tao and meditation
requires wisdom. It cannot be done from the beginning to the
very end by blind belief or stubborn insistence on a biased point
of view.
Human life is the combination of mind and body. The main
activities of the body are ching and r/r'i, which belong to the
realm of feeling. The major activity of mind belongs, in a word,
to the realm of perception and consciousness, srefl.
We have covered the physiological reactions of the bodv, or
the dynamics of the rl'i channels. All this belongs to the realm
of feeling. Feeling is later heaven with continuous change. The
initial achievement of cultivation begins with feeling and
returns to feeling and perception and enters into a state of
unification. There is no way to cultivate without feeling.
Everyone should understand that opening up Jen and Tu
Mai and all eight extra meridians are effects of the achieve_
ments of feeling. During the course of trsnsmutstion of ching into
ch'i, there are reactions from the fluent cl'i channels, u.rJ the
reactions are different as the Kurtg Futt advances. During the
course of the transmutntion of ch'i into shen, there are also."u.iio.r,
from the fluent rf i channels that are different from those
which occur duringthe transmutntion of ching into ch'i. Since ancient
times, "nine rotations form the Tan" has been described in the
T1n Sutra. In later ages, some people stretched the meaning of
this so that it would correspond to the reactions of the ch'i
13ln this context Kung Fu does not refer to external
Kung Fu, one of the martial
arts, but to internal Kung Fu. Internnl Kung Fu refers to various meditation
techniques such as posture, breathing
and the circulation of energy.

"*e.cis"r,
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channels. They described how one should rotate the ch'i around
Jen and Tu Msi to make up the number nine times nine.
Although it sounds somewhat farfetched, a person could
employ this idea to explain the triple cultivation of ching, ch'i and
sleru, which undergo inner changes step by step. One cannot

denounce this.
In order to recognize the Krrrg Fu of the trnnsmutntiort of ching
inlo ch'i, a person should understand the nature of real ching,
should not completely deny the function of the later heaven
ching force, and should not incorrectly identify the later heaven
sperm and eggs which are the absolute representatives of thing.
The later heaven ching force is actually the manifestation of real
ching. ln other words, the source of a new life force has an
absolute relationship to the thyroid, pituitary and sex glands.
When the sex glands are active and one does not experience
the slightest sexual desire, at that moment he is very close to
real ching. If this state can be retained for a time, then a force will
be produced naturally which will move to the root of the nerves
at the base of the spine due to the fullness in the activity of the
sexual glands. This force will ascend step by step until it moves
downward from the top to stimulate the regenerative function
of the pituitary gland. The salivary gland will be stimulated,
which will enhance the activity of the thyroid gland. The heart,
mind and chest will feel joyful and open. It is difficult to describe
this experience of happiness.
These initial phenomena characterize one state during the
course of the transmutation of rhing into rft'i along the Tu Mni.
The achievement of Tao does not end here. For a man of
practical Kung Fu, all the cells of his body will change and his skin
will be tender and fair. This is most obvious in the cells and
muscles of the face. If you look at such a man carefully, you will
notice an indistinct shining on his face. On the other hand, if
the cells of the facial muscles show no obvious change and a
person has a reddened face, this is a kind of forked road and one
should beware of the possibility of high blood pressure. This
could be caused by strong attachments of the mind, the
migratiotrs of nuxilinry fire, or it might be due to sexual desires.
The opening of len Mni, which includes opening the
autonomic nervous system, may occur after the student has

Transmut.rtion of ( Irirrr urlo

( lr r 'r,

absorbed all the experiences we shall now describe. Irullrrt's,, irr
the middle pnlnce stomach ch'i will cause a sinking feelirrg. At tlri,,
stage, if a man can clean his mind, wait quietly for spont.rrrt'ous

contractions of the testicles and perineum, or if a wonr,rrr
experiences contractions of the uterus and reactions in tlrt'
breasts, he or she will feel as if there is a line of force that movt's
through the inside of the pubis, rushing up to the lower /,rri
Tien, and meeting the rl'i which descends from the midtllc ytl,r,t.
This will suddenly revive the activity of the youth gland or tht'
abdomen, and a tremendous orgasm that exceeds sexual orgnsnr
will occur. This orgasm will flow along the inner legs and fet't
and reach the soles of the feet and the toes. At this time the joy
and pleasure is like that experienced by a person who drinks
good vintage wine. One will feel very comfortable and easygoing.
This is really the first step of achievement in the transmutatiorr
of ching into rf i.
Depending upon sex, age, strength and weakness in the
body and various natural endowments, there will be many
different changes and reactions that take place for different
people. At this stage of Kung Fu, there is a possibility that the
Kung Fu might be lost at any moment due to some unknown
something. If a person is not cautious, f ails to safeguard himself
or fails to develop wisdom, everything will end as if it were
merely an interesting game.
The transmutation of ching into rl'i is one step of Kung Fu
that unties the knot of the youth gland. No one should be smug
and complacent about such a small achievement. These situations all belong to the realm of feeling and are, at most, evidence
of the effects of processingKung Fr. There is still a long way tcr
go before reaching the Tao. Nevertheless, if one reaches this
stage, rejuvenation for a long iife without illness will be no
problem.
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Cultivotion of Ch'i ond
Stopping the Breoth
We have described the transmutation of ching into rl'i and
shall now turn to the transmutation of c/r'i into shen. Ching can be
converted into r/r'i by cultivation, but how can we transmute r/r'i
into slcn? These ideas sound fascinating but many difficulties
remain.la
Ching is not only semen, and ch'i is not merely the air we

breathe. Effective cultivation consists in applying the rlr'i of
breath to trigger the resl rh'i which is latent in the human body.
It is especially difficult to define real rh'i for comprehension by
foreign friends. In Western countries there is a tendency to
correlate rlr'i with prana and the kundalini. These words do not
mean exactly the same thing as the real ch'i in the samadhi of
Taoism. There are similarities in detail, but actually there are
still differences between these concepts. The modern scientific
idea of the life energy of the human body is somewhat closer to
the meaning of real ch'i than the Indian concept of prana.
So long as various feelings occur during the course of
meditation, many people tend to believe that they have already
accomplished the transmutation of thing into cL'i. If these
feelings spread along the spinal cord or if they occur around the
chest and abdomen, a person usually believes that ch'i is moving
along the Tu Mni and has already opened up the Jen andTu Mai.
So long as one is healthy or suffering only from a slight illness,
he can meditate in a certain position for a long time and will
experience these sensations sooner or later. But these are
definitely not the genuine effects of the transmutation of ching
into rf i. These sensations are desirable effects of meditation but
perhaps a person has not yet cultivated himself enough to
actually build a firm foundation for the actual transmutation of
ching

into

ch'i.

l4Some of these difficulties will be discussed in the following chapters.

The Wonder

ond Mystery of Breoth

The phenomenon of spontaneously haltlng the breath
during meditation must be explained in order to clearly
characterize the phenomena of transmuting ching into ch'i.
Chih Hsi is the spontaneous cessation of breath during
meditation. In the four dhyana and the eight concentrations of
Buddhist meditation, that is known as halting the ch'i. This is the
real Kung Fu of hottled rh'i in yoga. Those who practice yoga
usually practice different methods of controlling and halting the
breath, but this is not the highest possible achievement.
Cenuine bottle ch'i is the spontaneous cessation of breath during
meditation. what the esoteric Buddhists call treasure bottle ch'i.
During meditation, a person occasionally feels the cessation
of his breath. When this occurs due to too much mental
concentration, one feels stiff and rigid, and bodily tension
gradually increases. This leads to the cessation of breath but it is
not true Chih Hsi or a genuine case of halting ch'i; it is merely
nervous tension. If one cannot relax and return to a natural
state in such circumstances, his mind will virtually wilt and die.
If this continues, he will eventu..rlly experience rigidity in every
joint throughout his entire body. This is an illness. The only
way one can heal oneself is to relax the mind and body as much
as possible. Further, one can release the tension by exhaling
slowly over and over again. It is usually a good idea to blow the
air out very slowly while making the sound Haanaa. This should
be done repeatedly until one once again breathes normally, like
a person who is sleeping. If this is done for a short time, then
one will be able to advance to a higher level and go up one more
floor. There are some who will remain stiff even though they
are seriously attempting to relax, and they may require special
instructions in esoteric Buddhism or Taoism.
A person who is actually full of the ching force, calm and
quiet in mind and body, and has begun to enter the stage of
trnnsmuting ching into ch'i wrll first notice that his entire body has
become soft and tender and seems to lack strength. Advancing
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further, one will feel as if he has no bones. The ch'i is filling and
spreading throughout the body in the absence of the slightest

embryo.

The esophagus and the area from the bronchia to the tip of

the tongue, will be loose, fluid and comfortable when the
internal organs are full of ch'i. At the same time, the inner
breath of Tan Tien will become weak and come to a stop. The
youth gland, which has been dormant, will recover its activity

and one will be as he was as a child, without lust or passion. This
will generate an incomparably strong orgasm. The testicles will
contract and the ch'i wrll move up through Jen Mai and cause the
tip of the tongue to roll up to close the uvula. When the breath
ceases spontaneously in this way, the initial phenomenon of
transmuting thing into rh'i has begun.

Ch'i

oa
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feeling.
Lao Tze asked, "Can you concentrate onch'i and be soft and
tender like a baby?" His question characterizes this state which
was also described by Mencius when he said, "The face is bright,

the back (Tu Mai) is open and one is fluid in the limbs."
In this state a person forgets mental perceptions and
physical sensations and feels as if he and the universe blend into
one. The Hung Tung described in Taoist sutras will be experienced, and Chuang Tze's statement that there is no feeling in
the body and absolutely no illusions in the mind, can be
confirmed. These statements will mean more than lust an
empty ideal.
Attaining Samndhi and remaining quiet in this way, one will
feel the breath moving through his nostrils becoming weaker
and weaker until the breath in the lungs nearly stops. The Tnn
Tlerr, which is within the lower abdomen below the navel, will
begin to function like the lungs. This is inner breathing, or the
phenomenon of Tni Hsi. Tni is .rn embryo and Hsi is breath, and
thus Tni Hsi refers to embryonic breathing or breathing like an

h.rnging Tentper.rmt'nts .rnJ Cy. Ies of

Chonging Temperoments ond
Cycles of Ch'i
In this chapter I shall discuss the Confucian concept of Ch'i
or changing temperaments. Changing temperaments is
the most obvious achievement of those who study to seek
knowledge. If people understand how to apply their knowledge
to cultivation, they will become perfectly calm and treat others
fairly. They will be able to deal with others and their affairs in a
way that does not involve personal feelings.
This sort of cultivation begins with mental behavior and
belongs to the Kung Fu of mental cultivation. In this context Cf i
indicates one's appearance or the way one seems tobe, andChih
refers to matter or substance. When it is said that Chih changes,
a person converts not only his mental behavior but also his
physiological functions and processes. Without the physiological cultivation required to attain a state where "Ch'i is calm and
shen is easy," changing temperament is merely an ideological
maxim rather than practical Kung Fu.
The meditation techniques of the Buddhist Tien Tni school
such as follow the breath, count the breath, observe the breath,
the Taoist view that mind and body are mutually dependent, the
many Cf i Krrrg techniques, as well as some of the techniques
previously described, are all very closely related to the transmutation of ching into ch'i and the transmutation of rh'i into shen.
The theories about the ch'i channels in the human body
described in the Tan Sutras and meditation books are generally
based upon primitive medical principles found in The Yellow
Emperor's Clnssic of lnternal Medicine and the Nan Sutra. These two
books explain the movement of ch'i and the activities of the cl'i
channels in abstract terms. From ancient times until the
present, many who cultivate Tao and meditate are devoted to
these theories inherited from the past. They believe they are
perfect theories and thus often waste a great deal of their
Chih,

-
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precious time and spirit by engaging
practical, Kung Fu.

in abstract, rather than

Cultivating Ch'i and Calmins the Mind

The primitive sciences of the past often employed the
abstract number theories of ancient astrology andl Ching. Many
Tan Sutras and Taoist books explained the functions of the ch'i
channels in terms of the five conditions, six rh'i, the three

hundred and sixty degrees of heaven and the sixty-four
hexagrams of I Clrirrg. As a consequence, people centuries later
attempted to live in accordance with these ancient theories.
These ancient number theories are not only vague, but may
mislead modern scholars.
For example, in ancient astrology it was claimed that the
round heaven is three hundred and sixty-five and one quarter
degrees. The sun rotates around the earth once a day and moves

one degree. One year consists of three hundred and sixty-five
days and twenty-five Ke. On the ancient Chinese time scale, one
day is one hundred Ke. It takes one year for the sun to circulate
around the heaven. In every four years an extra day accumulates. Since the human body is a miniature of heaven and earth,

the number of the movements of ch'i channels should
follow these rules.

also

According to these ancient theories, "the pulse moves three
ts'un (about 1/10 foot) in one inhalation and three ls'an in one
exhalation. In one breath the pulse moves six ts'un. In one day
and night a man breathes thirteen thousand five hundred times.

The pulse thus makes fifty cycles of the body." This

is

equivalent to saying that "during two hundred seventy breaths
the pulse moves thirty-six chang (slightly more than ten feet)
and two ch'ih (slightly more than one foot) in a single cycle. Fifty
cycles around the body will be composed of thirteen thousand
five hundred breaths, while the pulse will move about eight
hundred and eleven chang."
Those who cultivate the Tao or meditation often practice
their breathing exercises according to the principles of these
theories. Actually, the clepsydra method of measuring time
used by the ancients is not quite accurate. The numbers
employed in these theories should be questioned and not taken
for granted. According to modern medicine, the mean normal
respiration rate is 18 times a minute; the mean normal pulse
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rate is 72 times a minute, four times the respiration rate. An
average man's respiration rate adds up to 25,920 times a day-

exactly the same number as the number of years in a Great
Sidereal Year. A Great Sidereal Year is the length of time
required for all the planets of the solar system to return to their
original positions.
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Cultivoting Ch'i ond
Colming the Mind
If the mind and body remain in an absolutely quiet state,
there will be no inward disturbance from thoughts, illusions,
worries, sorrow, sadness or irritation. If there is no outward
compulsion to work or exercise, a person will inhale and exhale
naturally and without dizziness, sleepiness or mental chaos and
confusion. After a day and a night, all one's physical energy and
vitality naturally recovers its original state of fullness. This
resembles the return of the planets to their positions during the
Great Sidereal Cycles of the solar system.
In this state of fullness, the breath will automatically halt
for a short while, indicating that breath and ch'i have reached
the saturation point. If one can maintain this state of fullness
with real calm and mental quiet, he will then arrive at the point
of transmuting ching into rl'i and ch'iinto shen. It is such a pitv
that there are so many who cultivate the Tao and meditaiion
without knowing this principle.
Most people adhere to the old theories of the Tan Sutra and
Taoist books; and because of their own conceited, often
erroneous opinions, they often work day and night ,,exhaling
the old and inhaling the new." They believe that they are
working on the Kung Fu of transmutation. What a pitv!

Three Flowt'rs rrrtl lrvr' ( lr r trr
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"Wealth and high position are just like dreams. There is no
immortal who does not study."
I sincerely believe that cultivating breathing exercises and
Ch'i Kung are not as beneficial :rs calming the mind. By calming
the mind a person can att.'rin a state that enables him to probe
the very roots of C)rigirral Nature to effect the transformation
ot llre.

iJ
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Three Flowers

ond Five Ch'i

I

If one supposes that the only achievements attain.rlrlt. l,y
cultivating ch'i are those pertaining to respiration ancl physit'l
ogy, then it follows that there must be tens, or even hun.lr-t',|n,
of methods for cultivating rh'i in Taoism, esoteric Buddhisnr ,rn.l
yoga. It would seem that these methods would be so similar..rs
to differ only in detail. It cannot be denied that hum.rrr
respiration through the mouth, nose, skin and other organs is
the basic tool for cultivation, but we should not mistakenly takt'
this to be the essence of meditation, the nourishment of life or
the Taoist Tan Dharma.
We should pay attention to two popular Taoist expressions
in order to anticipate the phenomena that accompany the
successful transmutation of ching into rh'i. They are, "three
flowers assemble on the top" and "five rh'i go to the Yuan." Thrrt
flouters and fiue ch'i are symbolic expressions. Ching, ch'i and shn
are the three flowers; the heart, liver, spleen, lungs and kidneys
are the five ch'i, although sometimes the symbolism of the five

Chinese elements-metal, wood, water, fire and earth-is

employed.

In Indian yoga there are five prtlnas; gscending prnnt,
What sort of ch'i is involved in the transmutation of ching
into rh'i? In Chinese, apoplexy means hit by utintl. Is the rf i in the
ch'i blood of Chinese medical science and the utintlin apoplexy the
same or different from the rf i mentioned by Taoists? This is an
important question.
Since the Han dynasty, the wind of the air current and the
of
human respiration have usually been believed to be the
ch'i
same in the Chinese medical arts. In the previous section, r/r'i
was defined as life energy, but those who meditate and cultivate
longevity should not suppose that the air of the atmosphere and
the ch'i of human respiration are the same as the ch'i mentioned
in Taoism and esoteric Buddhism. Otherwise, one could mistake
the reactions of nerves and muscles for the circulation of real
ch'i and, consequently, would be confined to the realm of
physiological sensations and feelings.
lsDifferent breathing exercises and Cl'i Krrrg are helpful to human health, but
another book would be required to discuss this in detail.

tlesrendirtg

prnna, midrlle mouing prann, Iet't mouing prnna anrl right moaing prnna.
The five pranas are identical to the five ch'i mentioned by the
Taoists. On top is Bnihui, the place at the top of the head where

the upper pole of the ears meets with the sagittal suture at its
midpoint. In Taoism this is known as the Nlnrnn s Palace, which is
related to the crown chakra and sacred chakra of esoteric
Buddhism.

There are, on the other hand, many different views about
the nature of Yuan. Some people believe thatYuan is the location
of the Kuan Yunn acupuncture point, a point located several
inches below the navel, which is known as lower Tan Tien. Other
people believe that Yunn is Huei Yin, or the perineum that is
called Hai Hai Ti (1.e., the bottom of the ocean) in systems of
esoteric Buddhism and yoga. Unless a real immortal appears
and clarifies this matter, there is no obvious way in which we
might settle this dispute and resolve the controversy. But, in
Chinese philology Yunn is the phenomenon at the origin or the
source, and this point of view can be empirically verified.
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When it is said that the five ch'i gotoYuan, what is meant is
that the rh'i of the viscera returns to its source or original
position. It becomes whole, equalized, harmonized, and it is not
blocked.

First, I want to explain the three flouters assernl,lirg on the top. A
person gradually forgets hls bodily feelings when the eight
extra meridians are operr .rnd fluent and he has advanced in his
meditation to the st.rge of transmuting ching into cft'1. The body
both appears to exist and appears not to exist. The only feelings
one experiences .1t this time are those resulting from reactions
in the head. Quietude gives rise to the phenomenon of selfreflecting visions; that is, the eye spirit shoots inward rather
than outward and one suddenly enters into a state of forgetting
himself . The Baihui (i.e., the top of the head) feels as if it is a high
window with sun shining upon it; it is open and clear as well as
incomparably cool and pleasant. It seems as if a stream of cool
air has descended and permeated the entire body. This phenomenon is described in the Taoist text, T 'i Hu Kuang Ting.to
The unfortunate thing is that people often fail to understand the theory and have vague concepts. If one has the
slightest illusion, a strong religious conscience, or holds to some
subconscious ideology, then he could have an astral trip at this
stage. Many experiences that seem to be mystical will tend to
occur in combination with other illusions, but phenomena of
this sort should be eradicated so that one will refrain from
falling backward, and advance to higher levels.
Second, I want to explain the phenomena of fioe ch'i going to
Yuan: A person will feel his breath, including the breath of the
lower Tan Tien, suddenly halting when, or a short time after, the
three flowers hnae nssembled on the lop. The entire body will become as
soft as cotton and one will feel warm and pleasant without the
respiration of later heaven. This state reminds me of those
pleasant times of day when everything is calm and quiet. The
mind and body, inside and outside, heaven and earth, and
everything else seem to occupy their own center or to be in a
neutral position; this is a state of absolute peace and harmony.
7bT'i Hu is clarified butter and Kumg Ting is sprinkling water on the head in
baptism.
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One will not be conscious of his body or be aware of either its
existence or nonexistence. Ordinary thoughts and feelings
disappear without a trace.
A person who experiences this only once is like a blind cat
who catches a dead mouse because he bumped into it bv
accident. The foundation has not yet been established. Tl
advance from this stage to the trnnsmutation of ch'i into shen the
individual must go beyond the realm of meditation and become
one with the Tao.
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Meditotion ond Cultivotion of Shen
On the Noture of Shen
To move beyond meditation to the borders of Tao, one
should understand some of the concepts of shen employed in the
Chinese medical arts, Taoism, and Tan Tao.17
According to the I Clring commentary, "shenhas no direction
and no form. . . . That which cannot be measured by yin and ynng

is called

shen."

"Oh shen.
Its sound cannot be heard with the ear. When the eye is bright
and the mind is open and attentive, shen is revealed. It cannot be
described by the mouth; only consciousness reflects all that is
visible. Sometimes it shines upon the peripheral field of vision
and when one relaxes one's attention, it entirely disappears. But
shen illuminates all things and when it becomes clear it is as if the
wind has blown away the clouds. It is therefore called shen."
The Yellow Etnperor's Classic of Internal Medirine states:

ITTan Tao is the school of Taoism devoted to immortals and immortalitv.
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Su Ma Chien, a famous historian of the Han dynasty' and
his son, su Ma Tan, characterized the Taoist conception of shcrt:
,.The first primitive force to generate human life is slerr and life
depends on form . .. .|hnr is the origin of life and form is its
shell....Sfu'rr employs ch'i; rf i takes form' " 'Without
"*i"..,ul
the intelligence and wisdom of a saint, who can grasp the shen of
the universe and use it to create?"
Tfu Yillou, Ysrd Sutrn, which appeared during the Han and
Wei dynasties, .rssociated sfurr with each and every organ of the
h,..,-u,-, body. ln e:rch organ and cell there exists a slreri. Given all

this it should be clear that the shen of Tan Tao is noi merely a
religious concept, but is closely associated with the biological
sciences as well.

Tronsforming Ch'i into Shen
After one attains "three flowers assembling on the top" and
the "five ch'i going into yuan," he will naturally enter the phase
of cultivatin[ ,hrr. Since transforming clr'i intt'' slrcn is much
more subtle than transforming ching into rlr'i, one could be
misled at this stage of meditation' The process of transforming
rlr'i into shen is usually accompanied by the occurrence of mental
states and psychological processes that closely resemble neuroses, psychoses, and so on. Thus, the danger is that one might
mistake some form of psychosis for a supernatural power and
unwarranted self-congratulation for this might ultimately lead
to one's own self-undoing. One should not, however, become
ercessively worried or f rightened about this possibility. Instead,
it is more important to know that the possibility exists, so as to
be able to diitinguish between neurotic or psychotic states and
the mental powers which accompany the transformation of r['i
into slrerr. lt should be easy to avoid the problems since one will
naturally tend to develop the right sort of wisdom as he
meditatron.
progresses
' *fn" realinwisdom
of Tao is cultivated by doing good deeds
and practicing virtue. Since the seeds of the wisdom of Tao
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cannot be planted unless one has practiced good deeds and
acquired virtue, those who fail to assist others and meditate
solely for selfish reasons will have attained no more than a bit of
extra knowledge.
Very few actually reach this stage of transforming cft'i intcr
sfier. Buddhist books and Taoist sutras often discuss this phase
of meditation by using riddles or other inscrutable statements.
The idea seems to be that it is not necessary to describe it
clearly, since a deity is expected to appear to instruct those who
reach this level of attainment.
In order to bring the discussion of the psychological effects
of meditation to a close, perhaps it will be helpful to answer
some questions about what may happen during the transformation of rh'i into slrel.
What indicates the beginning of the transformation of th'i
into shen? A person who actually attains the "three flowers
assembling on the top" and the "five ch'i goingintoyuan" during
meditation will undergo both psychological and physiological
transformations. For example, the entire body may feel warm,
like spring, and soft as a cloud. It may seem as if one's body has
actually disappeared, and the person forgets himself entirely.
There is no pain-only overwhelming pleasure. Mind and body,
both inside and outside, are soaked in illumination. The external
world shrinks and melts within, while the sphere of the inner
expands in all directions and evaporates into infinite space.
Consciousness and all the cosmos merge to form an indivisible
unified whole. This signals the beginning of the process of the
transformation of ch'i into shen.
Does the spirit actually leave the body during the transformation of rh'i into sfterr? The Tnl Sutrns and many Taoist
books contain vivid and fanciful descriptions of the spirit
leaving the body. Since the time of the Ming dynasty, the Wu
and Liu schools have placed a great deal of emphasis upon
methods of cultivating this phenomena. There are many
descriptions of being pregnant for ten months, suckling the
baby for three years, and facing the wall for nine years that
have led some people to believe that successful meditation must
involve astral projection. The supposition is that the spirit or
divine self has a fetal body of its own which ultimately shoots
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out of the top of the head and ascends into heaven itself' To
believe that this is a way of transforming rh'i inlo shen t's a
serious mistake.

According to the Tan Tao school, ynng shen (or positive
spirit) and yin shen (or negative spirit) may both account for the
projection of the spirit from out of the body.
Yang shen can leave this body of flesh and blood, and yet it is
a physical body with material form and a visible appearance lt
can behave exactly like an ordinary human body behaves and
yet it is a spiritual body with a physical form and an independent
existence. It is believed to be the projection of the real spirit'
A person who says that he has an invisible and immaterial
body, with or without form, that leaves and enters his physical
body at will is speaking of the body of yin shen. Yin shen is similar
to tirose bodies appearing in dreams, but it is much clearer and
more distinct than ordinary "dream" bodies. Taoists maintain
that the projection of yang shen is the ultimate achievement of
meditation and the cultivation of Tao. But if one imagines that
the projection of yin shen is the ultimate goal of Tao, then he is
either an ordinary person or in the yin stale of a spirit or a ghost'
Those who meditate and cultivate the Tao will not have any
difficulty proiecting yin shen out of the body. Some may have an
experience of this sort long before reaching the stage of
transforming ch'i into shen. For example, when the connection
between the spirit and the body has deteriorated and grown
weak, the proiection of yin shen may occur spontaneously' This
can happen to quite ordinary people who are not meditating, for
it happens when one is ill, nearing death, or bordering on
schizophrenia. If this can happen by itself under stressful
circumstances, the student should understand that, with training, the experience will come much more easily and without the
need for stress.
Sometimes people with nervous temperaments who engage
in the practice of meditation may experience the projection of
yin shen. This phenomenon is often influenced by the subconscious mind, when it is attuned to the r/r'i ascending to the head'
A person who is well versed in psychology, and who introspectively reflects upon his subconscious mind need not deceive
himself about this. However, some are not infallible. A person is
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seldom cheated by others in life but he often fools himself with
his thoughts, feelings, emotions, and actions. A person can
deceive himself whether he is living an ordinary life or
cultivating the Tao of immortality.
Is the cultivation of shen a valid process ? Theoretical
research, as well as firsthand erperience, convinces me that the
cultivation of shen is valid. However, in order to participate in
this process, one should be completeiy his own master.
Merging with the cosmos is a necessary precondition for
recognizing one's own spirit or divine self. This is what enables
a person to advance. It enables one to condense shen and
assemble ch'i; to project or refrain from projecting; to discern
the size of the projected body, and to leave and return to the
physical body at will. It enables one to work on the cultivation of
shen and to achieve the Tao by means of meditation. Without
perfect wisdom, virtue, harmony, and blessedness, there is no
going beyond this.

